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Foreword 

O n January 31, 1974, the Child Abuse Prevention and Treat
ment Act (P.L. 93-247) was signed into law. The act estab
lished for the first time within the federal government a 

National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect. Responsibility for 
the activities of the Center was assigned to the U. S. Department 
of Health, Education, and Welfare, which, in turn, placed the 
Center within the Children's Bureau of the Office of Child 
Development. 

The Center will provide national leadership by conducting 
studies on abuse and neglect, awarding demonstration and re
search grants to seek new ways of preventing, identifying, and 
treating this nationwide problem, and by giving grants to states 

;' to enable them to increase and improve their child protective 
services. 

One of the key elements of any successful program is public 
awareness and understanding, as well as the provision of clear 
and practical guidance and counsel to those working in the field. 
It is for this reason that the National Center on Child Abuse and 
Neglect is 'publishing a series of booklets-three comprehensive 
and related volumes (of which this is one), and three shorter 
booklets dealing with the diagnosis of child abuse and neglect 
from a medical perspective, working with abusive parents from a 
psychiatric viewpoint, and setting up a central registry. 

While some material in all these publications deals with studies 
of specific local programs as opposed to generalized approaches, 
they are riot intended to represent categorical or functional mod
els upon which other programs should be based in order to be 
effective. Rather, they are intended to provoke thinking and con
sideration, offer suggestions, and stimulate ideas. Similarly, the 
views of the authors do not necessarily reflect the views of HEW. 

In the present series, Child Abuse and Neglect: The Problem 
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and Its' Management, Volume 1 presents an overview of the 
~robler:n' It discusses· child maltreatment from various perspec
tIves, Including characteristics of the parents ahd children 
effects ?f ab~se and neglect, a psychiatrist's vieW of the problem; 
and a discussion of state reporting laws. It also examines the many 
problems that make the abuse and neglect of children so difficult 
to comprehend and manage-from problems of definition and 
incidence to deficiencies within our system of child protection. 

In Volume 2, the· roles of some of the many professionals and 
agencies involved 1'1 case management are discussed: those work
i~~ with abusive. parents; child protective service agent:ies; phy
SICIans and hospitals;. the police; and te::J.chers <l;nd the schools. 

Volume 3 presents a description of community coordination 
for managing and preventing. child abuse and neglect. WitHin the 
context of the "community-team approach.1i various resources 
for identification and diagnosis, treatment, and education are dis
cussed. The volume includes suggestions! for developing a co
ordinated community program, examples of existing programs, 
and some current ideas on the prevention of child abuse and 
neglect. 

Thi~ series of three' volumes includes descriptions 40f many 
agencies and programs involved in managing the problem of 
child maltreatment. Again, each such description is intended as 
an example rather than as a model. 

We hope that everyone concerned with detection, prevention, 
and treatment of child abuse and neglect will find some if not all 
of these publications' of Use in the vital work in which they ar~ 
engaged. We hope, too, that these materials will be of use to 
those individuals and organizations wishing to become involved. 
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We are not only 
our brother's keeper, 

we are also the keeper 
of our brother's children. 

- Fredric Wertham 

A Sign for Cain: 

An Exploration of Human Violence 

'. 

Chapter 1 
Working with Abusive Parents* 

Introductory Notes 

The terms "abusive," "battering," and "neglecting" serve as a 
shorthand way to describe parents who have been unable to 
protect or nurture their children adequately. The words. draw 

attention to the problem and establish blame immediately; they 
are understandably offensive to the parents to whom they are ap
plied, and to many who are trying to work with and help the 
parents and their children. "Abusive," IIbattering," and IIneglect
ing" will be used selectively here. The word' '~parent" will be 
used without adjectives unless there is a need for clarification or 
emphasis. 

IIWorkers," as used in this discussion, may be hospital or psy
chiatric social workers, public health nu'rses, social workers in 
private agencies, or lay therapists such as parent aides. They may 
also come from other disciplines or have other job identifications. 
But, for the most part, they will be protective service workers in 
public welfare agencies. 

Finally, "child abuse" is used here to refer to physical, sexual, 
and emotional abuse and neglect. The feelings and behavior de
scribed as characteristic of parents who have abused their chil
dren are common to all people. In their extreme form, the charac
teristics are particularly applicable to the "abuser./I In generiil, the 
milder the abuse, the milder the symptoms, and the less difficult 
the treatment. Parents who neglect; but do not physically abuse 
their children, are usually less difficult to see, but harder to help 
over the long term through the casework process, Howev,ert all 
generalizations have their exceptionsi each parent is unique. 

'Adapted from material written for the Office of Child Development by 
Elizabeth Davoren in 1974. 



Those working with the problem of child abuse need to remain 
open-minded and flexible. There is much that remains to be 
learned and done, and there is much room for individual creativ
ity on the part of workers. 

* * * 
Those working with the problem of abuse face the reality of 

violence against children. They are confronted with issues of 
parents' rights and children's, rights and everyone's views on how 
to bring up a child. The first task of any worker, regardless of 
professional background, is to come to terms with his or her own 
attitudes and feelings. 

It is emotionally disturbing to see a seriously injured or ne
glected child. We typically respond in one of two ways. We deny 
that the parents could be responsible for the child's condition, 
and search ~0r some other explanation. Alternatively, if we do 
believe that the parent is at fault, we tend to feel righteously 
angry and disposed to criticize and punish the parent. Obviously, 
neither attitude is appropriate. Denial precludes any chance of 
dealing w,ith the problem; the child remains without protection, 
and the parent remains without help, On the other hand, criticism 
and punishment have no real therapeutic value and are more 
than likely to have adverse effects on the family. 

When the parent and child are viewed as a unit in need of 
help, rather than as wrongdoer and victim, the need for a thera
peutic approach to the problem becomes obvious. This perspec- . 
tive can have a positive impact on all aspects or cas.e manage
ment. For example, if people are aware that reports of suspected 
abuse or neglect result in help and appropriate treatment for the 
parents as well as treatment and protection for the child, they 
are then more likely to report. Reporting becomes a way of help
ing the family rather fhan a means of protecting children by 
"turning in" their parents. 

The child is also safer when not made the adversary of the 
parents. The reality of criminal court trials and hearings is '-hat 
their outcome may not result in child protection where needed. 
It is not uncommon for the child to be returned to the home 
where he or she has been abused and where the situation is es
sentially unchanged. In such cases, the risk to the child is probably 
greater tha!1 before. 
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1 , This does not mean that law enforcement has no role in the 
manageme~t of child abuse. The reporting laws, the court system: 
and the police have all contributed to the protection of children. 
But it is important to differE'l1tiate between protecting children 
and criminally prosecuting their parents. Stated simply, it makes 
more sense t6 offer help and understanding to parents than to 
punish them for their problems in child-rearing. 

Understanding why parents abuse their children is probably 
the most helpful factor in producing an understanding, non
puni~ive attitude i~ workers. Often; one is not workin)5 with an 
abUSive or neglecting parent as much as with an adult who was 
~altreated as a child. This one basic premise is perhaps the most 
Important organizing principle in understanding and working 
with the problem of abuse, regardless of the worker's profes
sional training or type of approach. (See Chapter 2, Volume 1 for 
a discussion of the psychodynamics of abuse and neglect.) 

Parents' Reactions to the Worker 

Parents with the problem of child abuse tend to be isolated 
people who generally avoid contact with others. Since they typ
rcally have a poor opinion of themselves and distrust others, they 
find .it hard to like and be likeq. If reported for abuse, these .par
ents are suddenly brought in touch with people to whom they 
can relate only with extreme difficulty. They are usually afraid 
that the workers will criticize or punish thenn. Even when parents 
recognize their need for help, they may fear and consequently 
try to avoid or discourage those who can help them. Their most 
commOh response is either acquiescence or hostility. 

A~qu.iescence is reinforc.ed by the parents' often extraqrdinary 
sensltrvlty to the expectations of others. Forced as children to 
anticipate and meet parental demands, these parents can be ex
tremely skillful at saying what they are expected to say and doing 
what the situation requirE1's. They conform as much as possible to 
the workers' expectatiq)ns in order to get the worKers "off their 
backs" and to end the illterference in their lives. This "trying to 
please" response results in differing opinions about what abusive 
parents are "really" like, and leads workers to fe(-l they know or 
understand a parent better than they actually do. Acquiescent be-
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havior can also lead the unsuspecting worker into mistaking the 
parent's temporary conformity for permanent change. 

Quite the opposite of the acquiescent parent arc ,:,ose who 
respond to workers with hostility, anger, and threats, particularly 
when told they are being or have been reported for child abuse. 
Their reactions generally result from their feeling accused, victim
ized, and interfered with in an area they regrtrd as no one's busi
ness but their own-the raising of their children. In most cases, 
threatening parents are far less in control of the situation than 
they appear to be. Like acquiescence, hostility is a response to 
fear. Understanding and empathy are important in reducing the 
parents' fright and, in turn, their anger. 

Workers can cJmmunicate their concern by focusing their at
tention on the parent: "What did your child do that upset you?" 
"Is your child hard to manage?" "Does your baby need too much 
attention?" "Is it difficult to get your child to do as you wish?" 
Such questioning can reassure parents that their feelings are im
portant, while helping the worker obtain information about the 
parent-child relationsh:~ as well as the parents' needs for help. 

Another way of relieving the parents' tension, particularly dur
ing the initial contacts, is to provide them with an accurate pic
ture of what is going to happen to them. They should be told 
which people and services are available to help them. Offers of 
practical and specific help-in contacting family members, find
ing child care for other children in the family, providing transpor
tation, or simply helping the parents think through the handling 
of such problems-may stimulate their willingness to accept 
treatment. 

Helping the Parents 

The kind of help abusive parents have responded to is more 
intense and personal than is usual in therapeutic relationships. It 
is sometimes called "reparenting" or nurturing. Ir practice, it 
involves meeting their many. needs. 

., The parents need help to feel good about thernselves
to compensate for the devastating belittling they have 
experienced through their lives. 
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41 They need to be comforted when they hurt, supported 
when they feel weak, and liked for their likable qualities. 

• They need someone they can trust and lean on, who will 
be on time for appointments, will be there in times of cri
sis, and will put up with their crankiness and complaining. 

• They need someone who will not be tricked into accepting 
their low sense of self-worth. 

II They need someone who will not be exhausted with them 
when they find no pleasure in life, and when the{ defeat 
all attempts to help them experience pleasure. 

II They need someone who can help them meet their prac
tical needs, either by directing them to appropriate re
sources or by providing more direct help. 

II They need someone who understands their difficulty in 
haVing dependents when they themselves have never been 
able to be dependent. 

• They need someone who will not criticize them, even 
when· they ask for criticism, and who will not tell them 
how to manage their lives. 

• They need someone who will help them understand their 
children, without making them feel either called upon to 
understand what they cannot or stupid for not haVing 
already understood. 

• They need .someone who can. gh/e to them without making 
them feel Inadequate for theIr need to be given to. 

e They need someone who does not need to use them in 
any way. 

• They need to feel valuable. Eventually, they need to be 
able to help themselves and,to have some role in helping 
others. 

Characteristics and Needs of Workers 

Wor~fn~ wit.h abusive parents is as demanding a job as the 
above lIst ImplIes. It requires workers with exceptional sensitivity 
to. others. ":"Grkers must be able to accept hostility and refection 
WIthout being devastated by it or needing to retaliate; they must 
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be able to feel at ease with parents' criticisms, yet not be critical 
of the parents' behavior; share themselves, without sharing their 
problems; befriend while being aware of their helping role; think 
first of the parents' needs, rather than their own; avoid using the 
parents to increase their own feelings of self-worth; and have 
a sense of personal worth and achievement that will sustain them 
through demanding work that offers few immediate rewards. 

Even when workers feel strong within themselves and have 
fulfilling lives apart from their work, the nurturing of abusive 
parents can be exhausting. The parents' needs are great-at times, 
like bottomiess pits. In drawing on their own emotional resources, 
workers are constantly aware of themselves, of their upbringing, 
and-if they are parents-of how they are raising their own chil
dren. The constant awareness can be draining. But what is most 
wearing is the knowledge that misjudging a parent's capacity to 
care for a child can result in the child's being seriously harmed 
or killed. 

Workers need on-the-job support. Ways of providing such sup
port vary from conventional supervision and staff meetings
where workers can discuss their cases and their feelings about 
cases and can seek case-management advice-to staff get-togeth
ers where newer techniques of role playing, validation exercises, 
and facilitating are used to increase sensitivity and awareness and 
-to allow group support of individual workers. As another means 
of giving support, some agencies limit the number of active child 
abuse cases per worker to perhaps one, two, or three, with less 
demanding cases rounding out the load. 

Transferring cases from one worker or agency to another has 
led to workers losing track of cases; in some instances, the result 
has been a child's death. Several communities are using inter
agency committees or multidisciplinary teams to keep track of 
abuse cases and to provide workers with support in making deci
sions concerning diagnosis, treatment, and final disposition. (The 
multidisciplinary consultation team is discussed in Chapter 3.) 

Supportive services-suCh as medical and psychiatric services, 
homemaking, emergency shelter care, crisis-intervention hotlines,' 
day care, crisis nurseries, parents groups, emergency loans, and 
public health nurse visits-can not only help families directly, but 
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can relieve the worker from shouldering the total burden of a 
case. By bringing more people into the life of the family, sup
portive services help enrich th!; family's life with new contacts 
and' experiences, and help diminish the needs that the primary 
worker must meet alone. 

Homemakers, for instance, can be invaluable if they can cud
dle the young and make them comfortable, while showing con
cern for the parents. Their work can amount to demonstration 
parenting; if done well, it gives the parents a sense of being 
cared for. 

Day care personnel can be strong allies of the primary w~rker 
if they have the time, capacity, and know-how to help parents 
better understand their children. However, day care staffs some
times tend to identify so strongly with the children that it is often 
difficult for them to understand the parents' needs, and even 
more difficult for them to help the parents. Sometimes, the most 
that can be expected is that the staff not compete with the par
ents for the child's loyalty, and that they not be threatened by the 
parent~' inevitable complaints. 

Em'~rgency loans are a way to "put one's money where one's 
mouth is," Being able to arrange for loans, when needed to 
handle stressful situations, establishes the worker as someone 
who is sensitive to the "real" needs of the parents. It can also 
reinforce the parents' feelings of being nurtured, in a way no 
other service can. 

Public health nurses .:can be responsible for supervIsing the 
children while the primary worker focuses attention on thf' 
parents. Health services are usually easier for the parents to 
accept. In fact, the public health nurse, if properly trained,ancl 
supervised, can function as the primary worker in some child 
abuse cases. 

These an-d other supportive services, discussed in Volume 3, 
can help both the family and the worker, Sharing the know':how 
of child abus(~ management among staff members of various 
community 5ervices-through seminars, training programs, and 
written material-can expand the list of facilities available to help 
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abused children and their parents, as well as those responsible 
for working with the families. 

The Role of the Paraprofessional 

Paraprofe~onal workers offer unique support to the primary 
worker. The worker's skill and time can be used for dIagnosIs 
and evaluation of the parents and for supervision and support 
of paraprofessional workers. A single worker can supervise many 
more cases than he or she could handle directly, while each 
family still receives individualized and compet~nt c~re and t.reat
ment. It is essential, however, for the worker In thIs supervIsory 
role to have experience in providing direct treatment to paren.ts. 
In fact, continuing contact with parents is the best credentIal 
for those who would understand the problem of abuse and 
neglect well enough to direct the work of others. 

When paraprofessionals are chosen for their similarity to 
the parent population-in age, race, nationality, religion, life
style, or whatever characteristics are relevant-their likeness can 
make it easier for a positive relationship to develop. The parents 
feel more in touch with the paraprofessional, and he or she 
feels more in touch with the parents. One of the most exciting 
potentials for paraprofessional worker assistance lies with th.e 
abusive parent who has had especially successful treatment. ThIs 
parent is able to understand and reach out to other parents as 
no one else can. 

Contact Begins 

When the parent's first contact is with hospital trauma workers 
or protective service workers trained to understand and handle 
cases of abuse, intervention has a more promising beginning. 
Special skills are needed to offer help to people who doubt 
that help exists or who believe they need ,no help. Even greater 
skill and self-assurance are required if the worker who reports 
the case or informs the parents of the report is also to provide 
treatment. Being able to stay with the parents through the 
reporting process and, when necessary, through court hearings 
can strengthen the therap~utic relationship. 

There is an advantage in having one worker handle initial 
investigation and a second handle treatment: this allows parents 
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to focus their resentment outside the therapeutic relationship. 
But it can be disruptive to involve too many people too soon. 
Parents who are forced to see numerous professionals in the" 
course of referral, and to repeat their story again and again, 
are likely to be difficult to reach with an offer of help. To take 
an extreme but not uncommon situation: parents may be seen 
first by the emergency room physician who has examined the 
child, then by a medical social worker who informs them that 
a report must be made, next by a policeman who respof\Qs to 
the report, then by a juvenile section police officer, a probati~:m 
worker, and a protective service intake worker-before being 
assigned to the protective service caseworker who will continue 
to handle their case. Regardless of fhe sensitivity and lIf1derstand
ing of these various professionals, few people have the emotional 
stamina to copl= with this much "help/' 

The First Step in Treatment 

In many cases, what parents need first is someone willing and 
able to make an effort to see them. Workers' ability to reach 
out to parents is an essential part of treatment. Home visits 
are not only useful in themselves, but may be the only way 
for workers to see the parents, at least initi,ally. Patience and 
persistence are important. Some parents avoid -invohlement by 
disappearing when the worker is expected, by not answering 
the telephone or the door, or by focusing their attentio~ on 
television during the worker's visit. The worker may have to 
return again and again, insisting on some sort of contact with 
the parents. As noted earlier, the worker's ability to offer specific 
and practical help can be a meaningful way to start. 

Sympathetic} responsive, nonjudgmental listening can be in
valuable. People who have never been listened to may at first 
doubt that anyone is interested in what they have to say. Parents 
often have to be convinced that talking is useful-obvrously a 
difficult first step for a method of treatment that relies on talking 
as its main tool. Friendly chatting is an icebreaker. 

Workers have to find their own w;;ys of relating to parents; 
genuine, honest, fortliright behavior is essential. These parents, 
with their special sensitivity, quickly spot pretense. When a 
parent feels threatened or angry or distrustful, feedback to 
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the worker may be hostile silence. The worker, in trying to be 
genuine, may be genuinely i11-at-ease and may not know what 
to say. It does not matter if words seem silly or inappropriate; 
the worker's desire to do right is what comes across to the parent. 
Showing honest respect for the parents and for their capabilities 
helps to • them at ease. And if the parents are to engage in 
a useful dialogue, they have to feel at ease with the worker. 

Information given by parents early in the contact is often 
unreliable. One reason is that their own parents' misperceptions 
of them have caused them to be confused about themselves. 
In a sense, they misperceive themselves. Sometimes, when the 
parents do not trust their workers, they use inaccurate infor
mation as a protection against feared punishment. In other 
cases, the parents may simply say what they think they are 
expected to say. Often, when two workers are involved with 
the family, they are astonished by the quite different impression 
each has of the parents-based on the completely different 
stories the parents tell to each. As the parents develop trust, talk
ing becomes more useful to both the parents and the worker, and 
information becomes more factual. 

There is no orderly progression to treatment. Many areas 
have to be dealt with at once. For instance, exploring what the 
parents want for themselves and for their children can be more 
successful once the parents begin to trust. Yet exploration of 
what the parents want shows them that their opinions matter; 
and this, in turn, helps t~em to develop trust. 

At first, the parents are not likely to know what they want 
for themselves, since they seldom believe they are capable of 
doing anything. Usually, they wish passively, with little hope, to 
have things done for them. If their children have been placed, 
they may say that they want the, children returned regardless 
of their feelings about the placement. They may wish for a 
better place to live, or new clothes, or a vacation; but beneath 
these layers of wants and desires, others lie. For example: 

" 

It A mother of three children, who have been repeatedly 
injured and poorly cared for, had been raped at age 10 
by her father. Years of promiscuity followed, then prostitu-
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tion, procuring, and prison. What she actually wants is 
respectability. She wants to approve of herself. 

It A mother of four had been adopted, and later totally 
rejected by her adoptive parents. She wants to be able to 
give up one of her children, toward whom she alternately 
feels murderous rages, apathy, and guilt; but she has to be 
sure that he will not be rejected by his adoptive parents. 

It A brain-damaged mother of two had been abused by her 
own parents. She wants to be able to function as a reason
able, competent adult. Among other things, she wants to 
learn to read. 

• A father of two children was brought up in an orphanage 
where he was beaten. He wants to feel more comfortable 
with others. He needs relationships with people who will 
understand his needs for dependence. . 

19 A mother of three, brain damaged herself as a result of 
abuse as a child, injured one of her own children, causing 
a fractured skull. She wants to learn how to mother and 
bring up her child herself. 

• A mother of two adopted children, wQom she beats, was 
emotionally and physically deprived as a child. She wants 
to be a better mother and to eventually run a nursery 
school for unwanted children. . 

It A mother of two finds comfort in a life without children 
and would like to place her children for adoption. 

o A mother of three, who was neglected and brought up 
in isolation, wants either to improve her marriage or to 
leave her husband. 

It A woman who was raised by her grandmother because she 
was beaten and neglected by, her mother, lost her first 
baby; child abuse wa~ suspected. Her second child was 
injured shortly after birth. The woman does not want to 
care for children under age five; she wants to be alone 
with her husband and to have her mother care for her baby. 

Parent: can begin to. think of their children's needs only when 
th~y b~gln to take their own needs seriously. Before they reach 
thiS pOint, however, they need some special care. 
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A Declaration of Dependence 

Encouraging parents to depend on the worker is a key part of 
the reparenting process. But dependence sometimes frightens 
workers; they see themselves being used up, or fear having to 
take care of the parents' overwhelming needs forever. Some 
treatment approaches have even emphasized the importance of 
parental self-reliance. But abusive parents have typically had a 
lifetime of unsuccessful self-reliance. As children, many had to 
take care of themselves as well as the adults in their lives. Unless 
their old habits are broken, they can neither care for their 
children nor seek worthwhile self-gratification. Dependence 
allows' parents to experience the nurturing that permits them 
to grow. 

The more people involved in nurturing the parents, the better 
their progress will be. :-'::trents who are together in groups can 
help each other greatly dnd can provide mutual support both 
within and outside the group. The parents tend to feel comfort
able with one another and are more readily available to other 
group members. Parent groups can serve as an important adjunct 
to individual therapy or, for some parents, can serve as the 
primary treatment modality. But the most deeply troubled parents 
need help before they can join a group, and almost all the 
parents need individual attention in addition to group help. 

The provision of concrete services is one way of helping to 
meet dependency needs. If community resources are unavailable 
or scarce, workers ,may be able to provide some services them
selves. For instance, although chauffeuring is often considered 
nuisance work, highly productive interviews can take place in 
the casual atmosphere of the car. 

Parents' self-esteem is increased by the caring process. The 
worker who can meet their needs lets them know that they are 
important. If it is imposs.ible to provide services or if they are 
not needed, caring can be communicated in other, often simple 
ways. For instance, being on time for appointments-even 
when parents are late or do not show up themselves-tells the 
parents that they matter. 
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The Next Steps in Treatment 

As the parents begin to feel worthwhile, as they begin to trust 
and depend on their workers, they tend to be more honest 
about their feE!lings and to feel more friendly toward their 
workers and others. At this time, the parents should be helped 
to find ways of including more people in their lives-if they 
have not already done so on their own. 

They may also be able to do more for their children now, 
even though they may complain more about the children. It is 
important to remember that complaining is a way of releasing 
angry aggression-usually a much better way than what the 
parents have used in the past. Questioning parents about their 
children-what they expect of them, what they want for them, 
what changes they notice, what they enjoy about them, when 
they feel most perplexed about what to do with them-will give 
the worker many clues. When parents are ready to explore 
these questions, they are often ready to allow their childr~n to 
become more dependent and to decrease their own demands on 
the children. They are also ready for their children to include 
more people in their lives. The children can be given attention 
and care, without the parents' feeling exclud~d or rejected. 

At this stage, it can be useful to give parents specific informa
tion about child development and about what they can realisti
cally exp-ect of their children. However, this does not mean that 
parents 'should be told how to take care of their children. 
Workers must respect parents' ways of dealing with their children, 
although this is not always easy and in no way includes ignoring 
or accepting abusive behavior. . 

With support and acceptance, the parents' threshold of anger 
may be appreciably lowered. In turn, they may be less angry 
with their children. It is even more beneficial if aggression 
can be funneled into productive, pleasurable activity. A!:hough 
workers cannot do this for the parents, they can direct parents 
to appropriate available resources. 

* * * 
Although the success of treatment will be judged by what 

ultimately happens to the abused child, the protection of that 
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child will depend on the well-being of his or her parent!; or 
caretakers. Misunderstanding or ignorance of the causes and 
nature of child abuse often lead to a desire to jJunish parents 
who have abused their children, particularly when the abuse 
is severe. But in a sense, punishing the parents means punishing 
the children as well. 

The capacity of workers to deal with the problem of child 
abuse will depend on their individual strengths and on the 
professional and management support given to their efforts. But 
support to workers is sometimes compromised by "power strug
gles" among professionals involved in child abuse cases. Different 
perspectives on the problem lead to conflicting opinions both on 
the "right way" to handle cases and on the profession or group 
who should assume leadership in case management. The problem 
of child abuse will probably never be managed successfully with
out honest communication, cooperation, and coordination of 
activities among members of the social service, medical, and legal 
systems. Power struggles not only deplete needed energy, but 
can endanger the very children these systems profess to protect. 

';' 
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Chapter 2 
Child Protective Services: 
Hennepin County, Minnesota* 

C hild protectiv~ services (CPS) originated in 1875 with the 
~ New York SOCIety for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children. 

Although CPS agencies were initially law-enforcement ori
ented, with an authoritarian approach to cases of abuse and ne
glect, they have since developed positive, nonpunitive methods of 
protecting children and helping families in crisis. They function 
as representatives of SOciety, attempting to fulfill the desire of 
the community that certain standards of parental behavior and 
certain basic needs of children are met. 

According to standards set by the Child Welfare League of 
America, child protective services operate on a belief in: 

~ the dignity of the child as an individual, with both a right 
to adequate care and a stake in a continuing relationship 
with his or her parents 

e the right of parents.to fulfill their role in being responsible 
for their children" and to have available re.sources that 
will stimulate and strengthen their potentialities for paren
tal functioning, or that will dearly determine that they are 
unable to give their children satisfactory care in their 
own home 

• the desire of most parents to be good parents 

• the assumption that parental neglect, abuse, and exploita
tion are more likely to be symptoms of severe personality 
disturbances, social deprivations, and unhappiness than 
willful, premeditated forms of behavior 

e the capacity of most people to change 

*Much of this chapt,er has been adapted from material written for the Office 
of Child Development in 1974 by William E. Howard.' 
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• the responsibility of society for children, and the account
ability of any agency providing. ~)rotective .s~r~~ces to. t~e 
community that delegates specific responsibIlities to It. 

Beginning in 1935, with the passage of the S~cial Se~urity Act 
which authorized public child welfare, protective services have 
gradually been transferred from private to public au.spices. Tod~y, 
most county welfare departments do offer chl~d pro~e.ctlve 
services. But because of variations in state laws and In admInistra
tive polides, the nature and scope of p.rotectiv~ services. ~aries na
tionwide. Child protection is an evolvIng serVice, conditioned by 
the needs and desires of the community and by changing legal 
interpretations of children's and parents' rights. 

Rather than presenting a general outline of standards, polici.es, 
and procedures of CPS units, this chapter describes the protective 
service program of the Hennepin County (Minnesota) Welfare 
Department. The Hennepin County program should not be 
considered a model that other communities can or should adopt. 
It was chosen for discussion because it is a countywide system 
known to be effective for its community. 

Created in 1944, Hennepin County's CPS Unit is among the 
oldest public-supported services oL its kind. It I:as b~en :e.c?g
nized by Vincent De Francis, director of the ChIldren s Dlv~sIO~ 
of The American Humane Association, as one of the nation s 
outstanding child protl'ctive programs. The Uni~ serves Minn~
apolis and its suburbs-a metropolitan populatlo~ of approxI
mately one million people, of whom almost one-third are und~r 
18 years of age. 

Organization 

Hennepin County's CPS Unit was crea~e~. "-,,hen the county 
welfare department assumed the responsibIlities of the Com
munity Chest supported Children's Protec~ive Society in 19.44. 
No one today is certain whether the establishment of a special
ized unit came about by accident or design. 

'. 
Under Minnesota law, the protection of children is not a 

volunt,:.ry servicej the welfare department is required to interve~e 
in the private affairs of a family upon receipt o,f a report of chIld 

.' 
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abuse or neglect. The investigation, disposition, and treatment of 
cases involves due process of law, the rules of evidence, and the 
protection of both children's and parents' rights. 

From an organizational standpoint, Hennepin County welfare 
officials believe it is essential to fix responsibility for discharg
ing the department's legal obligations. The proper way, they feel, 
is through a separate protective service unit. As one CPS official 
explains: "If you bring protective services into the general 
welfare program, as has been done in some places, it is too 
easy to pass the buck. Here, we are responsible." The creation of 
a separate unit has had an additional benefit: it has enabled 
CPS to develop a philosophy and specialized techniques that 
might have been impossible to develop in a general welfare 
program. 

eps operates within the welfare department's Family Services 
Division; and 'includes five subunits: an assessment subunit, for 
the screening of reports and the intake of caseSj and four field 
subunits. One of the field subunits handles all cases of severe 
physical abuse; another is responsible for all sexual abuse cases. 
Cases of fleglE;ct and moderate physical abuse are distributed 
among the four. 

CPS is currently staifd by 41 principal social workers, th€': 
highest-ranked professional practitioners in the department; five 
staff supervisorsj and a program supervisor. The annual budget 
of approximately $3.4 million includes, in addition to salaries, 
funds for homemaker services and the foster care of children 
in the Unit's charge. In nearly air cases, CPS caseworkers consult 
with outside specialists-psychiatristsrdoctors, nurses, and various 
types of therapists. The formation of multidisciplinary teams to 
deal with specific problems is dictated by the nature of the 
individual case and is hantl1ed informally. 

Like all public protective service units, the Hennepin County 
Unit is crisis oriented-it deals with conditions of neglect and 
abuse that have, already occurred. Its functon is primarily reha
biiitative, and its approach is nonpunitive. The c~ief c?~cern of 
CPS is to assist families to make changes that wIll faCIlItate the 
children's physical and emotional development. In this sense, 
the Unit feels it acts as a preventive force; its objective is to 
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prevent children from becoming parents who will abuse or 
neglect their own children. 

Family Counseling, the other half of the Family Services Divi
sion, furnishes public-supported services from child care to 
mental health services-to families who request them. There 
are 19 Family Counseling units throughout the county. In addi
tion to proViding therapeutic services to families referred by CPS, 
these units also function as a preventive resource by attempting 
to identify and alleviate conditions that could lead to the abuse 
or neglect of children. 

The Shaping of a Philosophy 

When CPS was first established, it suffered what might be 
called an "identity crisis." In keeping with the decision to make 
child protection a separate function within the welfare depart
ment, the Unit was restricted to cases of neglect and abuse. 

-. .~-.. However, this was an abrupt departure from the functior ()f the 
Unit's predecessor, the Children's Protective Society, which had 
taken any kind of child-welfare case-the retarded, adoption 
placement, as well as cases of abuse and neglect. The society 
had taken a nonpunitive approach toward cases of child mal
treatment but had made no attempt to treat the causes of family 
dysfunction. Its primary goal had been to prevent a child's 
situation from worsening by keeping a watchful eye on the family. 

The community had been satisfied with the society, despite 
its limitations, and was displeased with the new concept of CPS. 
More criticism followed when the Unit set forth the conditions 
for applying its services: there must be a complaint of abuse or 
neglect; the family is not free to refuse the Unit's services; the 
Unit is not free to withdraw its services merely because the parents 
refuse or cannot use· help; and if the parents are unable to 
improve the child's condition, the Unit is obliged to bring the 
case to t''''e juvenile court. 

When CPS applied the-se conditions, particular:y the last, it 
was accused of prejudging case"s' alJd accepting only those that 
could be "won" in court. The Unit's rationale was that protective 
services required a new and different approach. CPS officiai:; felt 
that the Children's Protective Society hat! accomplished little, 
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other t~an to act as a salve to the community'S consciehce. What 
the. Unrt wanted to do was provide meaningful protection and 
assistance for abused and neglected children. 

In its first two years, CPS took a narrow view of the services 
it shoul.d provide. Its approach centered largely on the specific 
complaint of neglect or abuse. Caseworkers tried to' get the 
~arents ~o change their child-rearing patterns within a limited 
time period, but made no attempt to treat the causes of a family's 
probl.e.ms. I~ cases where there was no apparent effort to improve 
cond~tlons In the home, CPS relied heavily on the juvenile court 
to stlmulat~ parent~1 change. At this time, approximately 40 
percen~ of Its cases Involved a court proceeding, and there was 
a. growing n~~ber of ~Iacements in. foster homes. As one super
visor recalls, We acqUired a reputatIOn of being child-grabbers
with some justification." 

When child maltreatment recurred in many families who had 
been se~ved by the Unit, CPS changed its approach. There was 
at the time, a growing realization that child maltreatment wa~ 
only a ~ymptom of much deeper family and .parental dysfunction. 
Accordlngl.y,. CPS broadened- the responsibilities of its case
workers, gl~lng them a supporting, clarifying, and enabling role. 
T~ey were Instructed to temper the use of their authority and 
to be compassionate, understanding, and respectful toward the 
parents-an attitude that is basic to the CPS program today. 

In contrast to the Unit's former, rather punitive attitude toward 
reported pare!1ts, one of the agency's current dicta for case
workers is that "parents love their children in their own unique 
way and fundamentally do not want to hurt their children." 
Consis~ent with th;, policy that the program be "family centered, 
but child focused, workers are reminded to "always focus on 
the welfare of the child, but [to] keep in mind the child first 
and foremost nlCeds his own parents and his parents should be 
he!ped to care for him." The Unit adheres to the premis~ th'at 
children, ?nce removed from their own homes, incur afl irrepar
able emo~lonal scar; even temporary foster placement can damage 
the security of the permanence they felt in their homes. 

Accordi.n.g ~o one CPS ?fficial, "Our goal is to ac;complish 
the rehabilitation of a famrly on a voluntary counseling basis.'1 
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If removal of the child is indicated, the Unit encourages the 
parents to agree to a temporary placement. Only if they refuse 
are they taken to juvenile court. 

In recent years, only 10 to 15 percent of the CPS casel?ad has 
involved court action. One reason for the reduced court Involv~
ment is that caseworkers have had a fair degree of success In 

persuading parents to place their children wi~h relatives. Use 
of the extended family carries a double benefit. It has helped 
reduce the welfare department's expenditures for foster care, 
currently $40 per day for each child in a residential trea~ment 
center. More important, as a supervisor notes: "It le~s ;hddren 
be with people they know and can rel.ate to. A relative shame 
is much less frightening for a child than a strange foster home." 

Since its inception, CPS has made various improver:'ents ir: its 
treatment techniques and has helped focus community serv!c~s 
on the welfare of children. Currently, for example, the Unit IS 

cooperating with 'school social workers to identify familie~ at 
risk for child abuse or neglect and to refer them to appropriate 
community resources in order to prevent maltreatment fro.m 
occurring. As another example,. (P-S has ~rranged for speCial 
education at home for children with learnll1g handicaps. 

It is of course difficult to measure effectiveness in the field 
of child protectio~. But CPS officials believe the Unit's philosophY 
has worked. As one indication, the recidivism rate between 1963 
and 1973 averaged less than 9 percent in cases of physical abuse 
and 17 percent in cases of neglect. 

Identifying Abuse and Neglect 

As in most agencies of its kind, the majority of cases referre? 
to CPS involve general neglect. In 1973, for example, the. Unit 
provided services to 145 children who had been phYSically 
abused 23 who had been sexually abused, and 693 who had 
been s~bjected to some form of neglect. -These totals include 387 
carry-over cases and 474 ~ases opened during the year. 

Over the years, the Unit has developed expli~it criteria for 
identifying conditions of abuse and neglect. It defines a~ abuse: 
"Any case in which the child exhibits evidence of bn.llses and 
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welts, burns and scalding, abrasions and lacerations, wounds, 
cuts, bites and punctures, malnutrition, bone fractures, subdural 
hematoma, soft-tissue swelling, failure to thrive, concussions, or 
death, when such conditions or death are not justifiably ex
plained; or where the history given concerning such conditions 
or death, or circumstances indicate that such conditions or death 
may not be the product of an accidental occurrence." 

Minnesota law contains a comprehensive definition of neglect, 
includIng abandonment; lack of proper parental care; and lack 
of necessary subsistence, education, or other care needed for 
the 'child's physical or mental health or morale. For casework 
purposes, CPS has expanded .the legal definition, grouping con
ditions of neglect into four categories and listing them in detail. 
In brief, these conditions are: 

II physical neglect, which includes phYSical and sexual abuse, 
exploitation, malnutrition, lack of medical care, lack of 
supervision, and abandonment 

• emotional neglect, which includes denial of "normal ex
periences that produce feelings of being loved, wanted, 
secure, and worthy"; 'rejection; and such possible symp
toms as hyperactivity, withdrawal, firesetting, suicide 
attempts, failure to thrive, delinquency, discipline prob
lems, and 6thers 

II material neglect, including insufficient and improper cloth
ing, inadequate sh.elter, and insufficient food 

• demoralizing drcumstances, such as continuous friction in 
the home, mentally ill or immature parents, excessive 
drinking or dryg abuse by parents, exposure to a criminal 
environment, or encouragement of delinquencies. 

Although well established in the community, the Unit enC;)lH
ages its staff members to appear before profession,\1 and public 
groups to discuss the CPS program and society's responsibility 
to identify child abuse and neglect. In hospitals and schools, for 
example, caseworkers conduct informal briefings for the staffs 
on the diagnosis and reporting of maltreatment. They stress that,' 
although Minnesotta law requires only medical personnel to report 
suspected abuse, others are encouraged to "speak for the child 
who cannot speak for himself./I 
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CPS officials consider the cooperation of the staffs of city 
schools and the larger hospitals to be generally good. But they 
note that both teachers and doctors in some of the more affluent 
suburbs are reluctant to report, even though the law provides 
immunity for such reporters. Teachers are apparently afraid of 
reprisals if they report a child from a socially prominent family, 
and family doctor.s appear to defer to the parents' rights to dis
cipline their children as they see fit. For instance, when asked 
why he had not reported a case in which a suburban father 
broke his teenage daughter's jaw, the attending physician replied 
that the girl "had it coming to her.">1< 

A CPS supervisor notes some of the consequences of uneven 
reporting by urban vs. suburban professionals: "We don't know 
precisely how prevalent child abuse is in the suburbs, but we 
suspect the rate there is no different from anyplace else. Because 
the poor are subjected to greater scrutiny by public agencies, 
we find that 72 percent of all our abuse cases are public-assistance 
oriented. What this means to me is that the poor kid has pro
tection but the wealthy kid doesn't." 

Case Management 

Intake and Assessment. The provIsIon of protective services 
generally begins with a telephone call. Most reports to CPS are 
made via the countywide reporting line.** Neighbors, friends, and 
rt~latives are the main sources of reports of neglect, moderate 
physical abuse, and sexual abuse. When a child has been severely 
injured or abandoned, the report usually con.es from a hospital, 
school, day care center, or the police. 

Except in suspected cases of severe physical abuse, which are 
immediately referred to one of the field subunits for investiga
tion, all calls are logged and screened by the assessment subunit, 
which is staffed by six workers and a supervisor. Even tho~gh 
many involve borderline cases or appear to be vindictive· acts 
----

'Under Minnesota law, medical personn~1 who fail to report suspected abuse 
are guilty of a misdemeanor. ~40wever, in Hennepin County, this provision· of 
the law has mayer been tested. 

HAfter regular office hours, the line is answered by the welfare department's 
Emergency Social Services Unit. CPS supervisors are contacted if immediate 
action is needed to protect a child. 
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by hostile relatives or neighb0rs, all reports are carefully investi
gated by assessment workers. 

The ,":,orker interviews the reporter at length to learn as much 
as pos71ble about the nature of the report and the condition of 
the child. If the report involves an apparently serious case the 
reporter. may be asked to sign a statement or to appear 'as a 
wl~ness If needed. As a rule, the assessment worker tries to 
valldat~ each report by checking three or four sources including 
th: ~ntt's computerized list of current and past case~, and the' 
child s teachers and school social worker if the child is of school 
age. 

. All available information is then compiled in summary form 
In a case record, and the case is personally investigated by a field 
caseworker .. Less than half. t.he reports received by CPS each 
year reach thIS sta~:=. of req~trlng'personal investigation. Fifty-five 
percent of those mat are investIgated by field units are found 
to be .borderline or inv.alidJ the field caseworker, for example, 
may find th~t t~e family IS already taking adequate steps to 
remedy the SItuatIon. In some 10 percent of the field-investigated 
cases, the parents are referred·· to Family Counseling. 

Treatment: Negle~t. The field investigation of reports of neglect 
and moderat~. phYSIcal abuse is initially much the same. The 
casewor~er VISIts the home and explains to the parents that CPS 
has receIved a report "from. the community"* concerning the 
car~ .and ~reatment theIr children are receiving, and that the 
UnIt IS oblJged to evaluate the situation in the home. 

. Caseworker~ treat information provided by neighbors and rela
tIves as allegatIons rather than facts. But the reported information 
does prompt questions"~ What is your family life like? How are 
you and your children. getting along? What do you see as basic 
problems of your family? As a staff supervisor explains: "When 
we come on In this nonaccusatory manner, we more often than 
not get. a much clearer picturE} of what the core problems of 
the family are, rather tban what they appear to be to outsiders. 
We learn what people are experiencing themselves." 

In.cases of neglect, the families are generally suffering from a 
*Reporters are not identified. 
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combination of problems, The caseworker tries to order these 
as a basis for developing a family treatment plan, then counsels 
the parents and coordinates their needs with available community 
resources. In some families, for example, where the parents are 
unable to manage the money they have, a home management 
aid worker may be brought in to teach the parents how to 
develop a budget, how to get more food and clothing for .the 
dollar, and how to supervise the household. Such practical 
counspling is frequently a key to bringing about constructive 
change in a family's Ilfe style. Depending on the nature of the 
problem, caseworkers may refer the family to such reso~r~es 
as Alcoholics Anonymous, day care centers, mental health clmlcs, 
the state's division of vocational rehabilitation, special adult
education programs, tutors for the children, or summer camps. 

In more serious cases of neglect, the caseworker usually 
develops with the parents a set of goals that are bo~h realistic 
and attainable. Sometimes, in order to protect the children and 
help the parents attain the goals, the caseworker will ask the 
parents to agree to temporary placement of the c~ildre~. If they 
do not voluntarily agree, the case must be taken to Juvenile court. 
In these cases the return of the children in placement would be 
timed to actu~1 changes made by the parents. The judge reviews 
the goals and the timetable, and requests periodic progress 
reports prepared by the caseworker in consultation with the 
family. 

Neglect cases tend to remain active on the ~verage. of one, year, 
although many families-including those m which chil?ren 
are in foster care-require assistance for a much longer time. 
At the end of 1973, CPS was maintaining more than 400 children 
in alternate-care facilities-more than half in foster homes, the 
others in receiving shelters, group homes, and residential treat
ment centers. Caseworkers are responsible for children in foster 
care until the case is closed, One caseworker noted the difficul
ties in rehabilitating families: "Problems usually remain when 
cases are closed. A lot of changes are made, but they are not 
always permanent." " 

Treatment: Physical Abuse. CPS applies three classifications ,to 
physical abuse: cases of repeated trauma are classified as battered 
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child syndrome; one-time abuse as physical abuse-severe' and 
repeated bruising as physical abuse-moderate. Treatment ~aries 
wltb the sev(~rity of the abuse. 

Both_ thf:: bat~ered ~hild syndr?me and cases of severe physical 
~bus; ,_(e relatively mfrequent m Hennepin County, accounting 
1,"Ir ?.Jout 17 percent of the 145 reports of physical abuse in 1973. 
In such ~a,s~s, the Unit's first concern is to ensure the child's safe
ty. The 111 I.tlal emphasis is on speed. Unless the child has already 
been admitted to a hospital, the police are called at olice to make 
~n emergency remova~ to a h.ospital or temporary shelter; and a 
:Ield .caseworker goes Immediately to the facility where the child 
IS beIng held. 

As a rule, caseworkers obtain a "hold" order from the juvenile 
cour~ to prev.ent t~e parents from removing the child fmm the 
hospital ~r ~hJ!dren s shelter. The court requires a hearing on such 
orders within 72 hours; otherwise, the parent can regain custody 
of the child. 

.Caseworkers have learned that it is best to become involved 
wIth the parents early-at the time the child is first removed. At 
that moment, they may agree to institute changes in their lives 
;,hat t~ey ~ight not accept three or four days later. During the 

hold penod, for example, the caseworker l1"ay seek the parents' 
ag:ee~ent to voluntary foster placement of the child and psy
chlatnc care for themselves. 

As one staff supervisor explains the casework approach: "We 
try to make the parents realize that they are no different from 
other people, that everybody gets frustrated and angry at times 
and that everybody is a potential child abuser. This isn't to sa; 
we condone abusive behaVior; rather, we try to help the patents 
understand that they're not alone. If they can accept this ap
proach, the parents themselves can often become thE! best re
source for protecting the child from further abuse." 

If t~e parent !s c~arged with assault, the court mc"ly order a 
p:ychlatnc examination. CPS ~aseworkers work with the psychia
tnsts, but do not attempt theIr own form of counseling until the 
parent returns to a more stable mental state. 
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Cases of moderate physical abuse are handled somewhat dif
ferently. If, for example, a child is reported as coming to school 
each Monday with bruises on his or her face, and if the case is 
assessed as moderate physical abuse, a field worker may inform 
the parents of the report via a telephone call or a letter. Parents 
usually find out that they are being investigated and are subject to 
guilt and fear of punishment. CPS prefers to let the parents know 
of the allegations before the caseworker's visit. Normally, by the 
time the caseworker appears in person, the parents are more 
willing to discuss their problems and possible solutions. 

Some parents, however, are adamant in their refusal to deal 
with CPS. In these cases, the field worker informs them that the 
Unit has no alternative· but to involve the juvenile court, and that 
court action could result in foster placement of the child. In 1973, 
CPS had to carry through on this threat in only eight percent of 
its physical abuse cases. 

Cases of physical abuse remain active in CPS an average of six 
months. A supervisor notes that this depends largely on how soon 
the parents can be persuaded to act positively on their problems: 
"We try for a quick turnaround to keep the number of cases in 
balance with our staff. But we don't make a conscious effort to 
wrap up cases in six months. We take all the time that's neces
sary." A caseworker, for example, may see the parents from one 
to four times a week in an intense effort to get them to seek help 
voluntarily. When they agree to treatment, the case is tra[1sferred 
to the welfare department's Family Counseling section. 

Treatment: Sexual Abuse. The CPS approach to sexual abuse 
cases is different from that to cases of neglect or physical abuse. 
Part of the reason is that sexual abuse creates a 'much stronger 
reaction fmm the community-particularly from the police and 
the county attorney's office. Sexual abuse is difficult to provej but 
when law enforcement officers do obtain evidence, they usually 
want to prosecute the abuser. This often places CPS caseworkers 
at oclds with the police and prosecuting attorneys. The Unit tries 
to keep cases out of criminal court in order to protect the child 
from being further trau'rnatizecl by having to testify against the 

abuser. 

CPS defines sexual abuse as any sexual liberties taken by an 
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adu!t with a chil~ and incest as actual sexual intercourse either 
!5enltal or oral! wIth a blood relative. In general, the handling of 
~:cte~~I~~~~st~I~~ers hf~oldm that of sexual abuse involving an' adult 

e c I . 

b ~ncesthous relationships are usually maintained for some time 
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i)r7 reported. ~hey generally begin when the child 
. r IS seven or eIght years old, and progress until h 
IS old enough to question the relationship or becomes afraid

s 
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pregnancy. . 

With. a case of incest involving an adolescent girl CPS takes an 
aggressIve approach. The Unit will try to get the f~ther to move 
fbrom thhte hor:ne vh~luntarilyj if he refuses, a criminal charge will be 

roug against 1m. 

With .cases involving preadolescent girls, the casework a -
f~~af~~h~r n~~I~ccu~~torY'hAs ha supervisor explains: "We talk fo 
d' ' . e 109 1t;J W at as come to our attention, but we 
d~~yt t~s: ~I~i~ a~:nl\zr ,deny it. It accused, the father will often 
d h ns IIp. ere very fIrm that we want to talk to his 
:~g tr hAfterward, we talk fo him again. sd much of it is the 
~h:t ~he~ ~a;?rkers-how they handle themselves rather than 

l~:ne ~en. are so relieved to be discovered that they make 
a u I con esslOn. In these instances, the caseworker informs the 
~an ~hat the caseworker ... client relationship is not privileged and 
b at t k e worker may have to testify against him if the case should 

e ta en t~ .court. In other cases, the man will claim that his 
1augh~er ~Islnterpreted his actions, but will then voluntarily move 
~om t e . ome. The caseworker then focuses on the child to assess 

er emotIonal state and her need for further assistance Both 
mother ~nd ?aughter may require extensive counseling. Frequent
~y~lt~e glr! will n.eed ~e)p in handling guilt feelings if her father is 
Jhal e ,or In dealmg WIth her mother who may be anger~d at losing 

er mate. 

CPS h~s .had some success in getting fathers to agree to treat
ment an m. rehabilitating them in the home. In general, once 
the man admIts the offense and obtains psychiatric help, he does 
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not resume the incestuous rf~lationship, There is greater danger of 
recurrence if he maintains his innocence. 

Nonincestuous sexual abuse most commonly involves a giri10 
to 15 years old and her step!ather ~r her P1.other's lov?r. Ofte~1 
the man has a history of taking an Interest In young girls. He IS 
dominant and -"ay use force on the girl. In some cases, the 
mother is aware of the situation but refuses to pr~tect her daugh
ter for fear of losing the man. There h~ve been In~tances where 
the mother punished and blamed the girl for seducing the man. 

According to one CPS s,upervis?r: "In these c~ses, we direct 
ourselves to the mother first, and then to the girl. We tel! the 
mOlher she has legal respon:ibilities to her daught2r, and try to 
get the tnother and daughter to. go to the police and make. a 
statement. The girls are often anxIous to make such statements In 

order to clear themselves." 

The caseworker, however, tries to keep the girl out of court. . 
A defen!ic attorney would' most likely attempt to prove t~~t ~he 
was sexually provocative and would subject her to a humiliating 
cross-examination. To resolve the situation, the caseworker. oft~n 
asks the mother to bar the man from the house. The UnIt will 
loan her money or provide other housing should she and her 
daughter have to move from their home. If the m.o.ther. retuses ,to 
cooperate, the caseworker may h.ave fo file a petition In Juvenile 
court to obtain custody of the child. 

Staff 

Because of the various specialized duties CPS caseworker.s must 
perform, the Unit's policy i~\to hire or1y ma~ure and experienced 
practitioners. One CPS offic..ial notes: "We ve been ~ccused of 
elitism because we are very selective about who we bnn~ on the 
protective service staff. But this is an extremely de';1andlng vo
gram, and it takes an exceptional person t~ d.o thiS .work. That 
applies to both our caseworkers and their Immediate super
visors." 

• 
To qualify for a caseworker position, an applicant must, have a 

master's degree in social work and at least one year of paId, full
time, social work experience; alternately, he or she must have a 
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bachelor's degree and three years of paid, full-time, social work 
experience. 

In addition to these minimum requir€'ments, candidates are ex
pected to possess certain knowledge and abilities. For example, 
they .are expec~ed to have knowledge ef current principles and 
practices of SOCial work regarding the treatment of major behavior 
problems; the causative factors in social maladjustment; physical 
and mental illnesses and their impact on personality and beha
vior; the principles of community organizationj general social 
legislation and the child welfare laws; court procedures including 
due process of law and rules of evidence; the principles of fam
ily and marital counseling; and child placement techniques. They 
should also be able to communicate with and understand the 
problems of culturally and economically deprived families; utilize 
ap~ro~riate community resources and services; and develop and 
maintain effective working relationships with clients, relatives, 
the court~, local law enforcement agencies, and the public. 

Once hired, protective service workers have to be tr~ined to 
deal with clients from a new perspective. Whereas they previously 
worked with people who voluntarily sought their services, they 
must now learn how to persuade clients to accept help. Workers 
have to learn how to approach parents in a nonjudgmental way-. 
without fear and without disdain for the situations they have to 
face. They must also learn all the state and federal regulations 
relating to child abuse and neglect. 

..; Th.e Hennepin County CPS Unit has a minimum six-month pro
bationary period for new staff members. During this period, 
workers are evaluated not only qn their acquisition of required 
skills but on their adjustment to the protective service field. Even 
highly motivated workers can become depressed by daily encoun
ters with people in acute distress and by the brutality, pain, and 
emotional crises of their clients. A current CPS supervisor offers 
his own experience as an example: "When I started as a case
worker, I was physically sick every morning for the first two 
months. I nad to force myself to go to work. Finally, I got my 
perspective and was able to leave my clients at the office, Some 
workers are unable to master this, and we understand. To be a 
really good practitioner, you have to gain a certain detachment, 
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yet retain your compassion and enthusiasm for helping people. 
You also havE! to guard against becoming cynical and callous." 

The supervisor of each CPS subunit grades new workers at the 
end of the probationary period, and recommends whether they 
be elevated to permanent status and the rank .of pri~cipal so~ial 
worker. New practitioners work very closely wIth theIr ~upervJ?or 
witi! they are trained and experienced. They are t.hen glve~ Y'/lde 
latitude in the handling of cases, although supervIsors partIcipate 
in and are responsible for all major decisions in a case-when .to 
take action to remove a child from the home, when the child 
should be returned, when to seek court action to terminate pa~ 
rental rights. 

To strengthen caseworkers' skills, CPS conducts, a number of 
in~service training workshops and seminars, covenng such sub~ 
jects as goal development, treatment for drug and alcohol prob
iems

J 
psychological services, interview techniques, family therapy, 

child placement and foster care practices, and casework skills. 
In cooperation with the department's legal services unitt case
workers are also being trained in court procedures and the prepa-
ration of court actions. 

CPS caseworkers average approximately five years with the 
Unit. Only about six staff members leave each year-usually for 
such reasons as pregnancy, retirement, returning to school, or 
moving out of town. According to CPS officials, the low turnover 
is the product of both the challenging nature of the work and 
the high pay. In 1974, the salaries of principal socia! workers 
ranged between $1,064 and $1,426 per monthj the pay scale for 
supervisors, betvveen $1,208 and $:,618 per month .. Protectl~e 

" service workers in Hennepin County are among the highest paId 
in the nation. 

Or. Vincent De Francis of The American Humane Association 
lists several additional reasons for the low staff turnover in the 
Hennepin County Unit: the specialization of t~~ program, ~u?
port -in funding for expansioj1 of the staff, trainIng, the special 
status (rank) within the' department given to CPS caseworkers, 
good supervision, shared decis!on making ~~tween caseworkers 
and supervisors, and the care given to recrUiting Dew staff mem-
bers. 
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Improving the Service 

CPS officials have established a section to plan monitor and 
~val.uate the Unit's services. Aspeds of the service ~re being 'stud
led,ln .an attempt to improve their effectiveness. For example the 
Unit IS evaluating residential treatment centers to deter~in(\ 
whethe: the cente:s ~re providing therapeutic help for children 
or ~re SImply functIOning on a caretaker basis. Some CPS officials 
believe treatment centers should be required to provide monthly 
progress reports on each child. 

The following are among current activities to improve the 
Unit's service: 

III To strengthen the community's awareness of child we'lfar~ 
servi~~s, the Unit is sponsoring a series of public-service 
teleVISion announcements. 

til CPS staff members have been campaigning for an ex
panded state reporting Jaw that would cover neglect as 
well as abuse and would extend the reporting mandate to 
school personnel and social workers.* 

CD Unit ~up,ervisors are trYing to improve in-service training 
by brrnglng caseworkers together with psychiatrists foster 
care specialists, and other resource personnel. Ac~ording 
to a recent survey, most staff members felt that their formal 
education did not prepare them for handling cases of child 
abuse and neglect and that present in-service training also 
fell short of their needs. 

&) Caseworkers have been seeking improvements in the 
Unit's recordkeeping system. They feel the system is fo
cused too sharply on accounting for the number of client 
contacts each wo~k<8r makes a day, rather than on keeping 
track of the lo~~tlon of reported children and the qU,>lity 
of servIces familIes are receiving. 

From a broader perspective, long-range planners for the wel
fare de~artmen.t are looking at ways to better integrate all health 
and SOCIal servIces. Although three or four years may be neeCled 

'Under the provisio~s of the feder,al,Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment 
Act of 1974 (!'L 93-247), states qUal,fymg for federal assistance must have in 
effect a reportrng law that covers child neglect as well as abuse. 
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for actual changes to be incorporated, CPS clients would benefit 
from better coordination of welfare and income-maintenance 
programs, mental health and retardation services, al:ohol and 
drug rehabilitation services, and in-patient and out-patient health 
services. According to one department official: "What we are 
now studying are possible system changes to remove barrier~ for 
the client who is negotiating the system, such things as coordinat
ing referrals and smoothing out eligibility requirements. We hope 
to design the system so that it is treating people rather than cate-
gories of problems." 

Changes to improve the quality of protective services are noth
ing new to Hennepin County, Minnesota. For the past 30 years, 
its welfare department and CPS Unit have continually structured 
and restructured their programs, philosophy, and policies to meet 
the needs of children and families in the county. 

Reference* 

1. Child Welfare League of America, Standards for Child Protec
tive Service, pp. 3-4. 

-Complete source information can be obtained in the bibliography. 
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Chapter 3 
Doctors and Hospitals* 

W hen a child seen in a physician's office or in a hospital 
emergency room presents symptoms of cystic fibrosis 
di~betes, . or le.ukemia., the attending physician usually 

~rders an Immediate diagnostic workup. If the diagnosis is con
firmed, treatment then begins. In the same situation however 
t~e child pr~senting signs of abuse or neglect-an equ;lIy serious; 
life-threatening problem-may not be accorded similar considera-
tion and care. . 

Like cystic fibrosis or diabetes, child abuse and neglect is a 
familial problem. Its diagnosis must be approached with the 
same logical, s~ep-wi~~ sequence used with all other serious ri'rob
I~ms.th~t ;un In families. Yet, for some reason, many physicians 
find It difficult to approach this problem in the accustomed way. 
So~e fail to consider the possibility of ma'ltreatment, and limit . 
theIr work to the treatment of children's injuries. Some physicia.r(s 
who do suspect abuse or neglect fail to report these cases. Others 
seem to assume that their responsibility to the child and family 
ends once a report is made. 

This chapter outlin~s the role of the physician in diagnosing 
cases of suspected child maltreatment, and discusses the multi
disciplinary diagnostic consultation team as a means to facilitate 
both ;ne?ical ~iag~~osis and case management in gen~ral.' This 
material IS not Intended for specialists in the field. Its purpose is 

*This chapter has been adapted from two sources: The Diagnostic Process 
and Treatment Programs, written by Dr. Ray E. Helfer for the Office of Child 
Development in 1974i and material written by Norma Gordon for OCD in 1974. 
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to inform physicians and other medical professionals of the basic 
process in developing the diagnosis of child abuse or neglect. 

Medical Diagnostic Assessment 

The Initial Examination. The identification of chiid maltreat
ment begin5~th the recognition of often subtle signs and indi
cators in the parents' behavior and the child's condition. Chapter 
I, Volume 1 presents various characteristic conditions and be
haviors that warrant consideration of the diagnosis of abuse or 
neglect. A summarized list is presented in Table 1. 

Upon initial examination, the physically neglected child may 
exhibit any of the following conditions: diaper rash, cradle cap, 
poor skin hygiene, below the expected growth average for age 
and sex (in the examination of an infant, present weight should 
be checked against birth weight), signs of malnutrition or dehy
dration, skin turgor, or irritability. Physical findings associated 
with abuse may include burns; lacerations; abrasions; bruises; 
soft tissue tenderness or swelling; ecchymoses; hematomas; hem
orrhage of the eyes; deformities of the long bones; irregularities 
of the cranial contour resulting from skull fracture; injury of the 
external genitalia; limited motion of an extremity; old healed 
lesions; evidence of bone dislocation, injury, or fracture; symp
toms of drug withdrawal; coma; or convulsions. 1 When severe, 
either abuse or neglect can resuit in death. 

Table 1 
Some Indicators* of Child Maltreatment** 

The Parent 

Presents contradictory histo
ry. 

Presents a history that can
not or does not explain 
the child's injury or condi
tion. 

Is reluctant to give inf'Orma
tion. 

Gives a history of repeated 
injury. 
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The Child 

Has an unexplained injury. 

Shows evidence of dehydra
tion and/or malnutrition 
without obvious cause. 

Has been given inappropri
ate food, drink, and/or 
drugs. 

Projects cause of injury onto 
a sibling or third party. 

Hospital "shops"-has taken 
the child to a different 
doctor or hospital each 
time medical attention is 
needed. 

Has delayed unduly in bring
ing the child for care. 

Refuses consent for further I 
diagnostic studies. 

Shows loss of control, or fear 
of losing control. 

Shows detachment. 

Reacts inappropriately to the 
severity of the child's con
dition-either overreac .. 
tion or underreaction. 

Complains about irrelevant 
problems unrelated to the 
injury or condition. 

Has unrealistic expectations 
of the child. 

Cannot be located. 

Presents a history of family 
discord, or of personal 
problems such as alcohol-
ism, drug addiction, abuse 
or neglect as a child, or 
psychosis. 

Shows evidence of overall 
poor care. 

Is unusually fearful. 

Shows evidence of repeated 
injury. 

Begins to care for the par
ents' needs. 

Is described as "different" 
or "bad" by the parents. 

Is indeed different from oth
er children in physical or 
emotional makeup. 

Is dressed inappropriately for 
degree or type of injury. 

Shares evidence of sexual 
abuse. 

Shows evidence of repeated 
skin injuries. 

Shows evidence of repeated 
fractures. 

Has injuries not mentioned 
in history. 

*Th: d!agnosis of child maltreatment <hould be considered when some of 
these indicators an;: present. For a more detailed presentation of characteristics 
of abused and neglected children and their parents see Volume 1 Chapters 
1 and 2. " 

**Ad~pted from Helfer an? Ke~pe, "T~e Child's Need for Early Recognition, 
Immediate Care and Protection," In HelpIng the Battered Child and His Family 
ed. Kempe and Helfer, p. 73, Table 1. ' 
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Due in part to the proliferation of gruesome pictures and d~
sc.riptions of children battered, burned, and .tortured ?y theIr 
par(mtfi, the nature of child abuse and neglect IS often m~lsunder
stood. The maltreated child may present symptoms rangIng from 
mild to serious. Identification of the severely battered or neg
l<>ctC'd child is not difficult; at this stage, most laymen could make 
the diagnosis. 'The challenge is to recognize the pro?lem early, 
when treatment can be most effective. It has been estImated that 
in at least 10 percent of all cases o~ children ~rough.t to the emer
g('ncy room for treatment of an injury, the dIagnosIs of maltreat
m(lnt should be considered. 

IdNlly, the history should be obtained by the at.t~nding ~hy
siciiln, since he or she is best equipped to ask specIfic quest~o~s 
related to the examination. The parents' explanation of the child s 
present condition and medical history should be recorded as 
completely and accurately as possible. 

Rarely does one know the true instrument and timing of the 
child's injury and the exact identity of the perpetrator. In n:ost 
cas(!s, t'e diagnosis of child abuse or neglect must be made wIth
out the help of a confession. Neither the physician nor anyone 
else should confront the parents with the illogic of an explana
tion, assign guilt, or attempt to determine who .ab~sed or ne
glect<>d thE' child. Accusations or accusatory questionIng m~y not 
only be unfounded, but will most likely produ~~ a negatIve. or 
hustile responsE:' from the parents. Efforts to eliCit a confession 
can, in fact, jeopardize the success of subsequent treatment. 

Written Procedures. Every hospital should have a written set of 
procedures (01 handling cas~s of suspected ~~ild abuse 0: neglect. 
The instructions should be SImple and speCific, perhaps In check
list form and should bE' available in the emergency room and 
othPr h<;spital areas where children are seen. In addition to in
structions on how to proceed if maltreatment is susp,ected-such 
as INhom to notify for consultation or reporting purposes, and 
wh('n to hospitalize a child-the list could include a summary of 
po.,<;iblc indicators of abuse and n~glect. 

" 
Hospitalization, There are divergent opinions o~ the ~ssu.e of 

hospitalizing children whose conditions do not medl~al\~ 1n?lcat.e 
admission. According to one view, short-term hospitalizatIon IS 
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needed in a!1 cases of suspectS!d abuse. and most cases of sljspect
ed n~g.l~ct In order to develop the dIagnosis, protect the child, 
and !nl~late a treatment program. Accordingly, the decision to 
hOs~lt~I.lze should be based solely on one's concern about the 
~o~s.lbillty of abuse or neglect, and on the child's age. If the pos
Slblll~ of maltreatment is seriously considered, the young child 
(~ge. fl~e or younger) sh.ould be admitted for diagnostic evalua
tIOn, wrth children age SIX and older, hospitalization is often nec
essary, but can be determined on a more individual basis. Those 
who advocate. such a policy recognize that hospitalization can 
produce ~motlonal stress in children, but feel that the high rates 
of mortality and permanent morbidity associated with child 'mal
treatment override this concern. 

. Qu!te the Opposi!e opinion ~s hel.d by others. As the supervisor 
ot a I~r~e metropoll~an county s child protective service program 
states; We ra:ely fInd the need to hospitalize a child who has 
bee~ I~~olved In abuse or neglect in order to develop a diagnosis 
an~ 1n1~late a treatment program. The prime purpose of hospitali
~atlOn .IS to att~~d t? the me~ical needs of the child. The psy
chologIcal ramIfications of Indiscriminate hospitalization are apparent./I 

T~kin? an intermediate position on the question, one hospital 
ad~ls~s Its st~ff t.hat admission should be seriously considered if 
an rn!ur~d .child IS less than two years old, or if there is evidence 
?f pnor inJury, longstanding neglect, or failure to thrive Accord
Ing to the hospital's written set of procedures for cas~s of sus
p~cte.d maltreat:n~nt, the. c~i1d's safety should be the primary 
~nt~non for deCidIng admISSIon if hospitalization is not medically 
I~dlcated. S~af! members are advised to explore possible alterna
tlve~ to adn;lsslon-such as emergency foster placement witl1 pro
te~tlve services or release to a responsible adult with whom the 
chtld can ,safely stay. If no other place of safety is available while 
furth~r .dlagnostic evaluation is conducted, the child is to be 
hospltahzed. 

. Every hospital should formulate a policy concerning the admis
~Ion of susp.ected abused or neglected children. Whatever policy 
I~ adopt~d, It should ~e coordinated with the local child protec
t!ve service program; It should contain clear and detailed gUide
lines for staff members; and it should be included in the written 
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set of procedures for handling cases of suspected abuse and 
neglect. 

Some states allow physicians or hospital administrators to admit 
a child to the hospital without the parents' consent. (This action 
requires a court order the ne~t, ~ourt ,day.) If the parents are 
treated with sympathy and sensitivity, this law should rarely have 
to be invoked. 

By relying on the same technique ~sed ,wit~ ~ny other 5er~ous 
illness, most physicians should not find It difficult to convince 
the parents of the need for hospitalizing. their c~ild, For example, 
jf an anemic child is found to have multiple brUises, many nodes, 
and a large spleen, admission is needed for diagnostic workup 
and the development of a treatment plan. The parents are told 
that the child has an anemia or low blood, and should be hos
pitalized for further tests. Obviow,.ly, the physician .would not 
say Iff think your child has leukemia and should be 10 the hos
pit~l." If the parents ask whethe~ the child has leukemia, the 
physician would most likely say, in all honest>;: "I'm re~lIy not 
certain, and I know you're concerned. But we II try to find out 
as quickly as possible." 

Similarly, if child abuse or neglect is suspect;d, the parents 
should bE" told that it is necessary to do some studle~, ga~her more 
informatLm, and work out a treatment plan. It IS Vita.l to be 
hom'st with f.lmilies about what is being done and why the 
action is necessary. When informing the parents. that the child 
should be hospitalized, words such as the following are essen
tial: "I know you're upset about this problem. We'll work 
out a plan that will be helpful to you." If the parents ask 
whether maltreatment is suspected ("00 you think I'm beating my 
child?"L the physician's immediate reaction should be one of hon
esty and concern: "I don't really know how your child was hurt. 
You must be very upset. Let's bring him in and see what we can 
do to help." This technique works more than 9~ ~ercent of !he 
time. The parents should be encouraged to remain In the hospital 
with the child, 24 hOllrs a day if possible. . 

In view of recent trends toward open hospital records, infor
mation about a child or parent should be recorded in such a 
way that it will not be harmful if seen. The admissions diagnosis, 
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for example, should objectively describe the physical findlngs
such as fractured arm, multiple bruises, severe diaper rash, ex
treme irritability-rath~r than noting "child abuse" or "battered 
child syndrome." 

The piagnostic Workup. Many of the procedures and tests in
cluded in the diagnostic workup will vary with the child's con
dition. For example, if physical sjgns of maltreatment are visible, 
photographs should be tak~n. These are a necessary part of the 
child's record, and are important in documenting findings should 
the case later be taken to court. (Some states allow photographs 
to be taken without the parents' permission; in other states, a 
consent form must be signed.) 

If there are indications that trauma has been sufficient to cause 
bone injury, the diagnostic assessment must include X-ray sur
veys. The X-ray is the single most valuable tool in detecting a 
history of battering. X-rays may reveal subperiosteal hemQrrhages, 
epiphyseal separations, periosteal shearing, metaphyseal frag
mentation, "squaring" of the metaphysis, preVious fractures in 
various stages of healing, or foreign objects in the body.2 

If there is multiple bruising or if the parents state that the child 
bruises easily, a coagulation survey-including prothrombin time, 
thrombin time, partial thromboplastin tim,e, bleeding time, plate
let count, and tourniquet test-should be ordered to determine 
whether the child has a bleeding disorder. Other specific labora
tory tests may include a hemotologic screen and a urinalysis, if 
internal bleeding is suspected; and examination of the protein 
and fat content of the stool, if thereIs a possibility of malnutrition. 

The diagnostic workup should also include nursing notes on 
both the number of parental visits, and charactivistics of the in
teraction between the- child and parents. All professional staff 
members should recprd any pertinent observations on the parent
child interaction. 

The Special Probtem of Failure to Thrive. For the purpose of 
this chapter, "failure to thrive" is defined as the condition of an 
infant (generally less than one year of age) who fails to grow in 
heiGht and weight and to develop in personal-social, adaptive, 
language, or fine and gross motor areas, as compared to pre-
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established standards over a period of time (generally seve.ral 
weeks). The comparative standards are the usual growth grids 
and developmental criteria, such as the Denver Developmental 
Screening Test. 

In more than 80 percent of all cases, the caus~ of fai~ure to 
thrive lies in one of four areas: problems assoCIated wIth the 
central nervous system, the renal system, the cardiac sys.ten;, or 
mothering.* All failure-to-thrive babies should be hospItalIzed, 
and no more than two days should be needed to evaluate the 
three major organic/'causes. As with all other medical problems, 
the diagnostic asse5~ment should be order!y and well planned. 
Most of the problems with the heart, the kIdneys, or th~ central 
nervow; system that produce failure to thrive can be dIagnosed 
with the help of a complete history, a p~ysical, and. ~ fe,w w7"
planned laboratory studies--done either In the phYSICIan s offIce 
or within the first 48 hours in the hospital. 

If the cause does not appear to be organic, seven to ten days 
must be allocated to the problem of minimal mothering, acco~
olished through intense nurtl~~ing of t~ baby by people spe~lfl
cally assigned to tht:;---tcrsi<. During this period, careful observatIOn 
and measurements of growth and develupment should be. made. 
A large portion of these failure-to-thrive babies-possIbly as 
many as two-thirds-will thrive with this plan. If the baby f,rows 
and develops with nurturing, the case must be handled a~· any 
other case of suspected abuse or neglect. If the baby does not 
thrive with nurturing, the diagnostic qssessment should explore 
the more uncommon causes for the problem. 

Reporting. In all 50 states, the District of Columbia, the Virgin 
Islands, and Guam, physicians are legally required t~ :eport ca~es 
of suspected child maltreatment. Physicians are specIfIcally desl~
nuted us mandated reporters in most states; in the others, theIr 
inclusion in this category is implied. In Indiana and Texas, "any 
r>er<;on" is a mandated reporter; and in New Hampshire, Tennes
SE'(" and Utah, reporting is required of "any person," althou~h 
administrators of hospital.s or similar institutions "shall report" (In 

~ HlP term "mothering" means caring for and nurturing a ch.i1d-includ~ng 
pid.ing up, talking to, feeding, smiling at, cuddling, and rockl~g the child. 
Mothering ran he done by various people, the natural mother being one. The 
tNOJ "par~'nting" is proposed by some.) 
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Tennessee, they "may report") in lieu of staff. In addition, various 
state~' repo~ting la,:"s specifically require surgeons, osteopaths, 
dentIsts, reSIdents, Interns, hospital administrators, practitioners 
of the healing arts, chiropractors, pharmacists, nurses, podiatrists 
and rel.ig~ous healers to report. (See Volume 1, Chapter 3, Table .2 
for a lIsting of mandated reporters by state.) All reporting laws 
provide immunity for mandated reporters. 

Despite their legal responsibility, physicians have traditionally "
been reluctant to report. The consequences of not reporting a . 

"..-- c~~e of suspected abuse or neglect can be damaging to the phy
SICIan, as well as to the child and family in question. In one case 
reported by Time magazine (November 20, 1972, page 74), a ma~ 
whose child ~ad suffered severe mental retardation as a result of .. 
physical abuse brought a $5,000,000 suit against four doctors for 
IJlfure to report the child's injuries, and against the city and the 
chief of police for inadequate investigation once a report was 
made. The physicians and the police agreed to a $600,000 settle
ment. 

Reporting procedures vary from state to state. If the child is 
h~spitalize.d, the policy of som: hospitals is to delay the report 
briefly until :1 more thorough dIagnostic assessment can be per
formed. (It should be noted that delays in reporting can be dan
gerous, particularly if there are other childi'~n in the home.) Some 
ho~pitals immediately report by phone, and follow up with a 
written report a day or two later, when tests and evaluations are 
complete. All hospitals should have,a definite procedure for re
porting, developed in conjuAction with the local child protective 
service agency (or whichever local agency receives and investi
gates reports). All medical personnel should know what to report, 
when, and to whom. 

The parents must always be informed that a report is to be 
made. One doctor uses the following procedure: he tells the par
ents that, as a practicing physician, he must report all children's 
injuries when their cause is not clear; he then explains the con
tents of tine report, to whom it is sent, and what will happen once 
the report is received. If the attending physician does not know 
what happens after the report is made, a hospital social worker or 
some other designated staff member should discuss this with the 
parents. 
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The initiation of Treatment. Treatment should begin as soon as 
the diagnosis of abuse or neglect is suspected. This is done by 
pladng emphasis on the parents rather than on the child alone. 
Parents who have the problem of child abuse or neglect tend to 
be very frightened, angry, and distrustful people. Their ambiva
lence is often great: they typically do not want to hurt their chil
dren and are anxious for someone to help them, but they trust 
few people if anyone. Those who move from hospital to hospital 
are not so much afraid that someone will discover the abusive 
or neglectful behavior-most are shopping for someone who will 
perceive their problem and help them. Many parents become 
angry if they are offered help, but even more angry if no help is 
offered. 

Treatment is beginning throughout the diagnostic process. The 
parents must be kept informed, in a painstaking manner, and 
must be dealt with honestly, but with reasonable judgment that 
they are not being told more than they can accept at any time. 
Expressions of concern and understanding are helpful: for ex
ample, "You must be upset"; "It's all right to get angry"; or 
"Let's see what we can do to help you." 

Physicians often circumvent their own feelings in abuse and 
neglect c:.tses by talking to the parents only about the child. They 
seldom ask the parents how they are feeling and getting along. 
The pediatrician should make appointments to see the parents 
alone, without their child. The parents should be given the clear 
impression that their child does not have to be injured or sick in 
order for them to see the doctor-that they can and should call 
or come in whenever they are troubled or upset. 

The Multidisciplinary Diagnostic Consultation Team 

With most difficult problems that physicians and nurses face, 
a wide range of people is needed to provide emergency care, to 
clarify patients' problems, and to implement a meaningful treat
ment program. For example, in the case of a 45-year-old man who 
ha~ a sudden, near-fatal coronary, a number of people are sud
denly important in this man's life: the personnel of the rescue 
squad, the emergency roam staff, nurses and others in the cardiac 
intensive care unit, hospital technical staff, ward nurses, horne 
care and vocational rehabilitation planners, visiting nurses, and 
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\, of' course, his physician. Each of these professionals is dependent 
\. on the others; and unless each is readily available, the work of 
'~II will suffer. 

The assessment and treatment of a difficult case of child abuse 
or r'l~glect requires a Similarly interdependent multidisciplinary 
group. Specific bits of information must be collected to determine 
if the c:~iteria for diagnosis are present in a given family. The gath
ering of ' these data may require th,e skills of many disciplines, such 
as social'work, nursing, psychiatry, psychology, pediatrics, ,and 
others, As\l,n the case of the coronary, none of these disciplines 
can adequat\~ly manage a difficult case alone. 

\ 

. The purpos~, of a diagnostic consultation team is threefold: to 
consult with phy?icians and other professionals'w.ho are not spe
cialized in the hal:dling of suspected abuse or neglect caseSi to 
<51Jpport child proteFtive service caseworkers who are responsible 
for a~sessing report~d families and developing plans for their 
treatment; and, most' Important, to facilitate the provision of ap
propriate help to children and families. Diagnostic consultation 
teams for cases of susp'ected child abuse and neglect function 
similarly to cardiac diagnostic teams: the role of each is to assess 
difficult cases and to recornmend a treatm~nt plan. 

Consultation teams are k~wwn by various names-the SCAN 
(Suspected Child Abuse and Ne,~lect) Team, the DART (Detection, 
Admission, Reporting, and Treatment) Team, the Trauma X Group, 
the Child Protection Team, the Child Abuse Consultation Tearn
and range in size from three memb,ers (a physician, a social work
er, and a coordinator) to large mu'!,tidisciplinary groups (includ
ing, for instance, the CPS worker in cparge of the particular' case, 
a hospital social worker, a pediatricia:n, a public health nurse, a 
psychologist or psychiatrist, a lawyer, a police officer, and a sal
aried coordinator).4 Regardless of their size and location (whether 
based within or outside the hospita\), teams generally hilve a 
number of basic functions. They gather the data needed to make 
a diagnosisi serve as consultants to physicians and other profes
sionals; meet regularly to discuss case referrals; help support the 
family throughout the diagnostic process; collate data at case 
conferences; and recommend a plan for family treatment to the 
protective service worker in charge of the case. Many teams also 
assume the responsibility for reporting cases identified within the 
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hospital, and prepare physicians for testifying in court. A member 
of the consultation team may even accompany the attending 
physician to a court hearing. 

Table 2 
A Diagnostic Approach: 

Comparison Between Suspected Abuse or Neglect and 
Suspected lead Encephalopathy -.... .........--...-"'.~ ..... -... '---""~--~'"" 

Diagnosis of Child Abuse I Diagnosis of lead 
, __ ,,~_~~~?Ie~~ __ . ___ ,._\I _____ Eo_c_e_p_h_a_lo_p_a_th_y __ _ 

1. Physical findings· not ex
plained by history 

± 

2. Laboratory data:* specific 
" for child's condition 

± 

3. X-ray changes* 

+ 
4. Child lives in family with 

the potential for child 
maltreatment** 

+ 
5. Child is or is seen by par

ents as different from 
other children** 

+ 
6. Presence of family 

crisis(es)*>1< 

1. Convulsion without head 
injlJry, history of seizures, 
etc. 

+ 
2. Red cell stippling and fra

gility changes, high blood 
lead level, etc. 

± 

3. Lead lines, plaster in ab
domen 

± 

4. Child lives in lead envi
ronment 

+ 

5. Child has personality t:,ait 
leading to pica 

± 

I 6. Child develops colds, di-
I arrhea t fever, etc. 

Note: Pluses and minuses fonhe two problems vary. 
·SCI1' previous section, "Medical Diagnostlc Assessment." 

"These factors would be explored in the social worker's and, in some cases, 
the psrchiatrist's or psychologist's assessment of the family. For a discussion of 
these factors, see Volume 1, Chapter 2. 
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To illustrate the importance of multidisciplinary diagnostic con
sultation in a difficult case of suspected abuse or neglect, Table 2 
compares-in simplified form-the approach to a case of sus
pected child maltreatment to that of suspected lead poisoning. 
When a·child shows symptoms of possible lead poisoning, some 
basic information is needed. For example: Does the child's home 
meet the criteria for lead poisoning? Is there lead, paint around? 
Is plaster chipped off the walls? Does the child eat this material? 
Is the family such that they cannot or will not do anything to pro
tect the child in the lead environment? In brief, is the nome safe 
for the child? If not, what can be done to make it safe? 

When a child presents signs of possible maltreatment, similar 
basic questions must be explored. The data needed to diagnose 
child abuse or neglect come from many different sour.;;es, includ
ing the physician's and nurses' observations, sometimes the child's 
teacher's observations, laboratory and X-ray findings, and :;udal 
work and psychiatric.assessments. As with other ,serious and com
plex diagnostic problems, a case conference is necessary for the 
review of all data and the formulation of a treatment plan. The 
participants are those who have bits and pieces of information 
that wiil contribute to a more complete picture of the family's 
problems and needs. At the case conferellc!:!, the problems of the 
family are listed; a decision is n",de on ,whether the ,home is 
safe for the child (see Table 3) i if 1. is, appropriate follo~/-up is 
arranged; if it is not, a treatment plan is formulated and recom
mended to the CPS caseworker; responsibilities for further in
volvement with the family are delegated within the group; and a 
long-term coordinator is desigmted to follow up on the family's 
progress. rrreatment may last many months or even years.) 

Diagnostic consultation teams are generally st.,?ffed by profes
sionc!'i~ who volunteer their time to the group in order to make 
their own involveme!}t in cases more effective. For example, one 
team has held regular weekly meetings during the lunch hour for 
the past several years. 

When a hospital is unable to staff a diagnostic consultation team 
or has too few cases to warrant a specialized teap', the establish
ment of a joint consultation team-staffed by 'and available to 
professionals from several local hospitals-·shoufd be considered.5 

One local physician could be trained as a consultant fo\' area 
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Tab!e 3 
How-Safe-Is-The-Home Checklist 

A. Physical findings 
1. Are they explained by history? 
2. Do th~y represent nonaccidental injury or neglect? 
3. Did child thrive in the hospital? 

B. How does each parent perceive 
1. His/her rearing? 
2. His/her parents now? 
3. Others? 
4. Him-/herself? 
5. His/her spouse? 
6. Children in general? 
7. The child in question? 
8. The child's siblings? 

C. How are crises handled by the,parents? 
1. Emotional crises (personal problems)? 
2. Logistical crisis (problems with transportation, finan

ces, food, etc.)? 

D. Do the parents 
1. Know much about child-rearing? 
2. Know the skills of caring for a baby? 
3. Know anything about child "development? 

doctors and hospitals. He or she could perhaps be paid for con
sultation services by the hospitals involved in the joint program 
or by the local child protective agency. A social worker from one 
of the local hospitals or from the child protectlve agency could 
similarly be designated to the joint consultation team. 

Obviously, not all physicians are expected to become special
ists in the area of child abuse and neglect. But if physicians and 
other medical professiorfals are to provide maltreated children 
with the same care and consideration given to other suffering 
people, they should recognize that they have certain basic re
sponsibilities and limitations. Physicians should be just as familiar 
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with the signs and symptoms of maltreatment as with the symp
toms of any other life-threatening disease. In addition, every 
medical professional should know how to recognize and approach 
suspected cases, and when to call in specialized help. 

The medical profession-like each of the many disciplines 
involved in cases of abuse and neglect-must consider itself an 
integral part vi a chain of action needed to protect the well-being 
of children and families. Helping the abused or neglected child 
and his or her family requires the concentrated efforts of many 
people and professions working together toward one common 
goal-a physically and emotionally healthier family. 
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Chapter 4 

A Case Study of the Child Abuse Unit, 
los Angeles Police Department* 

The role of the police in cases of child abuse and neglect 
generally involves any of four prime functions: identification, 
receipt of reports, emergency intervention, and investigation. 

Police response to this role varies with the community and is 
determined by such factors as the nature of state laws, including 
the state's reporting law; the sophistication of the local policy 
agency; the capability and resourCE:S of the local child protec
tive service agency; and the degree of cooperation among local 
professionals and age;)cies. 

In recent years, law enforcement agencies around the country 
have been re-examining their responsibilities in the area of child 
protection. As one expression of law enfdl'cement's growing con
cern for the problem of child abuse, the National Association 
of Chiefs of Police has developed a training guide to help sensi
tize police recruits to the problem. Another such example is the 
creation of the nation's first specialized child abuse unit in a 
police agency-the Abused and Battered Child Unit of the Los 
Angeles Police Department (LAPD). 

As the following pages illustrate, the LAPD provides a valuable 
example of the perspective of a metropolitan police department 
in a state where law enforcemen.t is actively involved in the 
management of child abuse. But it should be noted that in many 
ways Los Angeles provides an insular example of the police role 
in case management. Due to several factors, the situation in 
California is unique. 

"Much of this chapter has been adapted from material written for the Office 
of Child Development in 1974 by Kathleen Lyons. 
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Although thc> stolte'" reporting law is only one of 31 nation
widC' providing for receipt of reports and investigation by the 
police, the police in CalIfornia have a far more active role in 
("I':;P manag<:rr.('nt th,ln is typical in Other states. Even California's 
(enlral rq"iHPr cd n~ports is maintained by the Department of 
lusti<p, Burp,tlu of Criminal Idt'ntification and Investigation; it is 
the only c,I.1tr.'wrdp regislf'r in the country maintained by a police 
authority, In dddition. California as a ,dole lacks a strong child 
prol(>ctiv(' ,,(,'rviC(' program. In the parly 19705, til(' Department 
nf Public "oc I,d Scrvi( c .... ([)PSS) fll.1dt' ,.\n intt'n ... ivp pffort tn 
df'vplop .1 good statewide CPS netvvork; but because of inude
qUiltp funding. mo'it of thpir gaim have I)('('n dissipated. 

l ikt' 1l otllf'r statps and Guam, California includes its report
illg st,ltlltp lIndPr til(' stat(' renal code. The legislative definition 
of and proscrilwd punishment for specific forms of child mal
trp,1\ment are found in the follOWing sections of California law: 

., Spt"\iol1 273.1 of [kprinf!'s Penal Cnde (P.c.) (Willful 
('rm'lty Tmvard Children: Endangering Life, Limb, or 
Hl'alth: Punishmc>ntl: "Any person who, under circum~ 
~t.H)( p~ or ronditions 1ikt'ly to produce great bodily harm 
or death. \Yillfully caus('s or permits any child to suffer, 
PI' inflicts thrrpon uniustifiable phvsical pain or nwntal 
suffering, or h.lving t~~, care or custody of any child, 
willfully C\111SPS or pNtYlih thC' person or health of such 
chilr/ to be" injured or willfully causes or permits such 
child to lw placed in 'JlKh situation that its person or 
hp,ll!h is pndang('fC'd, is punishable by imprisonment in 
th~' county jail not exc('C'ding 1 year, or in the state prison 
for not less than 1 \'('ar nor more than 10 years. 

"Anv pprsnn who, under circumstances or conditions 
otlwr th,m tho~;t~ likely to produce great bodily harm or 
dl'Jth, willfully causes or permits any chifd to suffer, or 
inflicts tlwTron unjustifiable physical pair) or mental suf~ 
fering, or having the care or custody of any child, vvillfully 
causes or permits the person or health of such child to 
be injured, or Willfully causes or permits such child to 
be p/acrd in such situation that its person or health may be 
('nd.mgNed, is guilty of a misdemeanor." 

.. $pction 273d Pc. (Infliction of Traumatic Injury Upon 

so 

Wife or Child): 'IAny ... person who willfully inflicts 
upon any child any cruel or inhuman corporal punishment 
or injury reSUlting in a traumatic condition, is guilty of a 
felony, and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by 
imprisonment in the state prison for nat more than 10 
years or in the county jail for nat more than one year." 

" Section 288 P.c. (Crimes Against Children: Lewd or Las
civious Acts: Punishment): "Any person who shall willfully 
and lewdly commit any lewd or lascivious act ... upon 
or with . .. a child under the age of fourteen years, with 
the intent of arousing, appealing to, or gratifying the lust 
or passions or sexual desires of such person or of such 
child, shalf be guilty of a felony and shall be imprisoned 
in the state prison for a term of from one year to life." 

This chapter neither promotes nor discourages the role that 
the LAPD has assumed. Its purpose is simply to describe how 
onp police department arproaches the problem of child mal~ 
treatment in its community. 

Ba,5kground 

The 7000-member Los Angeles Police Department comprises 
17 decentralized geographic divisions within a city that covers 
almost 500 square miles and has a population of more than 
2,800,000. 

The LAPD began specialization in juvenile affairs almost three
quarters of a century ago. In 1909, the first juvenife officer was 
designated, and a separate juvenile bureau was created the fol
lowing year. Through most of its history, the juvenile division 
has existed as a separate entity within the LAPD-permitting a 
degree of specialization among its officers-and has traditionally 
used referrals to social service agencies whenever possible. Be
cause of the special expertise required of investigators in cases, 
of suspected child abuse, an "abused and battered chlldren" 
desk was set up in the juvenile division in 1970, Sergeant Jackie 
Howell was designated to research the problem of abuse, survey 
the department's policies and procedures, and make recom
mendations regarding further departmental needs in the area of 
thUd abuse. 
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In January 1974, the Abused and Battered Child (ABC) Unit 
was established, primarily in response to three findings from 
Howell's study of the department's past handling of cases: the 
lack of reliable statistics on cases involving child maltreatment; 
lack of expertise in the investigation of cases; and officers' dis
satisfaction with their training for handling abuse cases. .. 

Unreliable Statistics. Because reliable statistics were not avail
able and because the department had previously lacked concen
trat('d attention to the problem of abuse, Sergeant Howell had 
trouble obtaining needed information on child abuse cases. 
Abuse cases were included in the general category of "crimes 
against the family" and were difficult to separate out. Although 
California ',as a central crime registry accessible to ,all, law en
forcement agencies in the state, it was unable tu produce adequate 
statistical data. 

However, the. ,ailable d(1ta did indicate an increasing num
ber of reported cases of abuse. There were also indications of 
inad<>quate reporting, incomplete investigations, and unsatis
f,lCtOry dispositions in some cases that had come to the attention 
of the police. 

Bc>tween 1962 and 1970, reports of suspected child beating in 
Loc; Angeles increased ~8 percent, while the number of related 
arrests declined six percent. Homicides resulting from child abuse 
or neglect have more than doubled since 1965. That year, there 
wen.' seven proven homicides i!",volving children under 11 YE;ars 
of age"'; in 1971, there were 16. Since 1971, when the department 
h<>gan more specialized handling of abuse cases, the number 
of reported incidents has increased furth~r, as illustrated in 
Table 4. In its first year of operation, the ABC Unit handled 837 
abuse and neglect cases in which children were placed in cus
tody, plus 13 homicide cases. In total, 269 adults were taken 
into custody. 

It is hard to tell whether the increase in reports reflects an 
actual increase in maltreatment, or improved reporting pro
cedures and greater public awareness. Police investigators in 
Los Angeles believe thlit both factors are involved. 

'California'; child abuse I;t.v formerly specified age 12 as the upper limit for 
()\Nage. tn January 1974. amendments of the reporting law and penal code 
\t.ltutes extendE'd coverage to age 18, 
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Table 4 
Number of Children in Custody and Homicide Cases 

lAPD, Juvenile Division ' 
Change from 

1971 1972 1973 1974* '71~'74 

(percent) 
Physical 
Abuse 228 299 319 524 (364) + 129 

f-::-. 
Endangering 
and Neglect 831 1197 1488 1550 (404) + 85 
Sexual Abuse 22 81 90 109 ( 69) + 395 
Homicide 
(Victim 
Younger 

I than Age 11) 16 26 20 24 ( 13) + 50 
'The ABC Unit .was created in 1974. Figures in parentheses reflect cases 

handled by the Unit and are included in the 1974 totals for each category. 

~i~ce the creation of the ABC Unit, police and social service 
offiCials have begun plans to .establish a central register of reports 
for the county. In the. n:eantlme, th.e Unit is accumulating a data 
base f?r use. ~y specialists both Within and outside the depart~ 
ment In deVISing programs to deal with the problem of child 
maltreatment. 

l~c~ of Investigative Expertise. In addition to problems in the 
statlstlc.al .rec?rding o! cases 'of child abuse, Sergeant Howell 
f?und indications of Incomplete or inadequate case investiga~ 
tlOns, and a need for specialized abuse investigators. One 
example is the investigation of coroner's cases-cases in which 
no doctor has signed the death certifi}:ate. In 1971 there were 
~15 such cases involving children aged 10 and you~ger includ
Ing 153 .cases inv~lving infants under one year of age. 'Table 5, 
a samplIng of police records from 1971 illustrates the need for 
specialized investigation. ' 

Officer, Dissati.sfaction. To further clarify departmental needs, 
LAPD officers were surveyed in 1971 and asked to rate their own 
effectiveness in cases of child abuse. The surveys involved a 
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random sampling, and the results are believed to have reflected 
the predominant attitudes in the department. Among the detective 
divIsion, juvenile coordinators, and juvenile special sfcrvices per
sonnel, the following results were obtained: 

• 67 percent believed that the procedures, criteria, and 
advice for child abuse cases were either inconsistent or 
inadequate. 

Table 5 

Samples of Police Reports of Coroner's Cases, 1971 

I' Chi/d's Age -1 ~f~fi~~~~~~:, __ ,_ . .,~~om~~nts ___ _ 

Around his throat, victim 
had a four-inch-Iong ring 

S Weeks I Undetermined which parent stated had 
\ been present since birth. 

l Bassinet pillow stained with 
"_,,, ___ "__ '5ubstance resembling blood. 

16\6 
Months 

I Treated at age four months 

II for burns on both legs from 
Natural which scars resulted. Treated 

one month prior to death 
for anemia. Extremely un
dernourished at time 0 

'·""'····~_·_11_, - ::~~;tter state, that th' 
baby, who was three-fee 
taiL fell head-first into a 
scrub bucket two-thirds full I Accidental of water; that the watet 

!. Drowning reached the baby's waist; 
and that his feet were stick-

I. I ing up in the air. The plastic . -l bucket did not tip over. 

f'·_,,,,····'~-·--- I --; No crib for child. Not treated 

') Months 1 Natural by physician since birth. Six 

I ...... . « "'~"'M_"'_'_"'»'_'~ __ "" __ " __ -"-r_I~_~_r;~~I_d __ dro_p_p_e_d_v_ic_ti_m_t_o, 

12 Months 
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• 77 percent agreed that their heavy caseloads delayed 
response time to informal reports of abuse or neglect. 
(The average delay between complaint and investigation 
was about two days.) 

• 80 percent indicated that patrol officers lacked the ex
pertise to handle cases properly. 

A survey of patrol officers yielded the follOWing data: 

• 70 percent admitted that they did not check for child 
abuse when investigating such calls as family disputes and 
"drunk and disorderly" complaints. 

• 50 percent found the procedures and criteria for abuse. 
cases inconsistent or inadequate. 

• 71 percent claimed the tendency to lose their objectivity 
when involved in cases of crimes against children. 

There was a general feeling in the department that child abuse 
involves a set of dynamics different from other police work, and 
that cases should be handled by specially trained officers. 

A final consideration leading to the establishment of the ABC 
Unit was that many agencies and community groups were ex
pressing concern over the problem of child abuse, but this con
cern was not being translated into effective programs of action. 
Administrators of the police department were convinced that 
the police had to assume a position of leadership in dealing with 
this problem that showed no signs of dissipating on its own. 

The ABC Unit 

One of five subsections of the LAPD's juvenile division, the 
ABC Unit is staffed by five man/woman i~vestigative teams, a 
desk officer, plus several civilians to help with clerical work. 
Sergeant Jackie Howell is the officer in charge. Officers with the 
Unit are chosen on the basis of previous experience, ability, and 
interest in the assignment. Most are young and have families of 
their own. 

The Unit's first-year budget-$240,OOO-came entirely from city 
funds and materialized, at least in part, because of active com-
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mun,ly ,,>upport for the creation of the specialized Unit. At pres~ 
('nt, thf~ Unit handles only cases of physical and sexual abu'se; 
CJq'S of child neglect and endangering are handled by area divi~ 
r,;(JO juvenile officers. Eventually, the ABC Unit hopes to assume 
rec,ponsibility for all cases of suspected maltreatment. 

Tfw Unit f('("eives an average of 700 calls a week, the majority 
sec·krng information or advice regarding the problem and man
agpmpnt of child abuse. Approximately 100 calls each month are 
rpports of stI'ipect(>d abuse requiring investigator response. 

nw work of tfw Unit falls inw three main categories: investiga
tion, training, and public relations. 

Investigation 

According to the prospectus drawn up by Sergeant Howell, the 
Unit's investigative responsibilities are: 

• to receive, verify, evaluate, properly investigate, and com
pJet~ all complaints involving children suspected of being 
physically or sexually abused by their parents or guardians 

• to invpstigate all coroner's cases involving children under 
1'1 years of age, where parents or guardians are suspected 
perpetrators, except for deaths resulting from traffic or 
aircraft accidents 

• to ,1reparp the necessary reports ,and evidence for case 
presentation to sQcia! service agencies, prosecuting offi~ 
cia Is, and the juvenilE' and criminal courts. 

Whi!p tht' state's mandate to report covers members of the 
!nt'dieal profession, school personnel, social workers, and other 
profpssionals who work with children, the predominant sources 
of r(>portc; to the Unit are intradepartmental referrals and calls 
fr~m. DPS$ and from private citizens. Each report is followed up 
\v,thrn 24 hours by a tE!am of ABC investigators. Officers with the 
llnit work in plain clothes, rather than uniformst and drive un
mtlrkpd cars. The us~ of man/woman teams is credited with add
ing grpater sensitivity and responsiveness to the Unit's work. 

The investigative teams are assigned during normal day-watch 
hours: an on-call system provides advice and assistance outside 
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of office hours. Each team is responsible for one of four geo~ 
graphic areas, each of which includes three or more divisions. To 
reduce driving time, each team usually works out of a division 
headqu?rters in its geographic area, and returns to the central 
ABC office to write reports. Under this arrangement, the teams 
can become acquainted with the juvenile investigators and desk 
officers in the various divisions. More important, the rest of the 
department can becom8 familiar with the work of the Unit. Most 
of the agencies with which the in'vestigators work-including the 
DPSS, the city and district attorney's office:>, and the courts
operate under a similar decentralized system. 

Although the rlepa. tment provides guidelines on how particular 
cases should be handlpd, the individual officers must determine 
such questions as whether to place a child in protective custody 
and what charges, if any, to file against the adult involved. In their 
decision making, investigators rely on the physical evidence, the 
testimony of witnesses, and informatiof' from police records and 
the DPSS. 

When a child has been injured, the investigators' first responsi
bility is to take the child for medica! attention A child may be 
placed in protective custody if his home "is an unfit place for him 
by reason of neglect, cruelty, depravit)t, physical abuse of either 
or both of his parents, or of his guardian or other perSOn in whose 
custody or care he is." When possible, injuries are rhotographed 
and the atten~ing physician is asked for professional advice on the 
nature of the injuries and the r'leed for placing the child in pro~ 
tective custody. 

After ensuring proper medical treatment and transporting the 
child to the city's central receiving lacility for abused and neglect
ed children, officers continue with their :nvestigation. Members 
of the family and potential witnesses are interviewed; items (;' 
possible evidential value such as belts, cords, and other instru
ments of abuse are collected; and, when relevant, photographs 
are taken of the methGd or site of the abuse. 

An in-custody report must be completed whenever a child is 
placed in protective custody, and a crime report filed for all abuse 
and serious neglect cases. If the investigators believe that the child 
has suffered "great bodily harm," a felony charge is filed with 
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th£' rllstric.t attorn!'v'" office. When the child's injury is less serious 
or \'1I1('n thf' offiu'r<, f(~(ll there al (l mitigating c1 rcumstances, the 
(.1<'(' iL; ff'fl'rwd to thE' city attorney's office where a misdemeanor 
I hM~W rndY hp fjlpd. In addition to the seriousness of the child's 
Injury, inVf'stiga1ofs take into account the quality of the evidence, 
fhl<,t farml" hiqlJry, the attitlJ(lp of the suspected abuser, and any 
olhf'r (irwrn<.tanu's fpit to have a possible bearing on the dis
prl"ition of tl1£' ca<;(>. A felony or a misdemeanor offense, if com
mitted in tl\(' officer's prc";(lnce, may subject the suspect to 
itllllWdiatf' <lrrf'~L In mo~.t (r1~e!', reports and evidence are sub
mittl'd to Ill(' di~trkt or the city attorney for consideration and 
pO""lbli' i'i<,uancp of <l criminal complaint. 

ABC ()ffiC('r~ rc'cognize as their primary concern the continued 
:-.aiply of children. This percertion of their role has led the Unit's 
pef<,orHwl tn actively seek alternatives to prosecutiun. As Sergeant 
fjn\'VI'II ('xpl.lin,,: "Fw'l1 though, on the one hand, 'we say to the 
pdrf'nts that tlwir behavior !mvard their children constitutes a 
crinH' in Cl!ii()rni.l, \\Il' believC' that they need help, and encour
age> thf>tll to accept tr('<1tnwnt services now rather than waiting 
tn go through th(' court system." 

Through r(\f)sult.1tion with H'pr(>';pntatives of the DPSS and the 
citv .1ttorrlP\,'<; offic(', d growing number of less serious abuse 
Cil~(,~ MP lwing resolvpd on an informal basis. The city attorney's 
offirp h,l<; fwgun to hire retired iuvenile officers to assist in the 
di-;po'dtinn (.( ~uch cases. For f'xarnpk, an informal hearing with 
tl1(> fMfI'nts and rC'pre!,(lntatives of th(' police and social services 
rndV \)(' Iwld in the city attorney's office to discuss alternatives to 
nimin.ll prospcutinn and pprmancnt removal of the child from 
th(' hnnlP. Ftlcpd " .... ith the legal consequences of their behavior, 
p.Hpnts \vho ma\' havE' previouslv rr!'isted treatment often agree 
to accprt profpssional }wlp. 

TlwrC' ,H(' situations, hovvcver, vvhich in the judgment of the 
polin' ,md til{' prospcutor, require formal adjudication in the 
courts, T\\'o <;ppar,Hr proceedings are involved: a juvenile court 
hearing to ,ISC('rtatn the future of the child, and a criminal court 
hf'.1ring to dNNmine til>(' guilt or innocence of the suspected 
,lhu<;t'r. Although the police are sympathetic with the juvenile 
(f\lIrt'S d('sir(' to kt~{,p hmilies inta("t, many officers feel that some 
iudtW<; 'lft' ov('rI\' fC'luctant to 5eparatc children from their natural 
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parents. (At least in part, the juvenile court's cautiousness in re
moving children from their homes may stem from the lack of 
adequate foster care or other programs in the area.) Recently, 
spe'Cific judges in one of the juvenile court branches have been 
designdted to hear only dependency cases; members of the Unit 
hope that this will foster the judicial specialization these cases 
require. 

Successful criminal prosecution of child abuse cases is difficult. 
Typically, the child is too young or too frightened to testify, and 
witnesses are reluctant to become involved in a potentially 
drawn-out and unpleasant legal proceeding. Sergeant Howell 
notes: "In California, very few people go to jail for child abuse; 
very few are given more than a probationary sentence. For the 
most part, the only people receiving jail sentences are those who 
have killed their children and been convicted of murder or man
slaughter." 

The Unit's approach to cases involving prosecution is often to 
recommend V,dt the court impose a probationary sentence, with 
stipulations for treatment-such as involvement in group therapy 
or Parents Anonymous. According to Howell: "If a parent is found 
guilty of child abuse and given nothing more than a $100 fine or 
a six-month probationary sentence, we feel we have accomplished 
r,othing. We haven't accomplished all our goals, but we are very 
enthusiastic about how well this approach-probation on the 
condition of treatment-has worked ,to date." 

Training 

According to members of the ABC Unit, the recognition, evalu
ation, and investigation of child abuse cases require a knowledge 
of the symptoms of abuse; up-to-date information on case law 
and statutes; and a familiarity with the roles and responsibilities 
of social service agencies, the medical profession, and the civil 
and criminal court systems. To meet these specialized demands, 
the Unit is responsible for preparing all training programs related 
to child abuse used in the LAPD's recruit, in-service, and investi~ 
gation schools, and has developed a specialized program for 
juvenile division personnel. 

As part of their general training, recruits receive 10 hours of 
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instructiOil in juvenile procedure, including material on the han
dling of abuse and neglect cases. Using multimedia instructional 
packages that allow recruits to proceed at their own pace, the 
curriculum includes a series of filmed lectures on child abuse, 
discussions of the department's responsibilities and the philos
ophy and functions of the ABC Unit, and an outline of the pro
cedures involved in placing a child in protective custody. An 
expanded curriculum, currently being planned, will include inter
view techniques and methods of diagnosing abuse. A representa
tive of the ABC Unit tries to meet with each graduating class to 
answer questions and to urge the new officers to cooperate with 
the Unit. 

Approximately every two years, LAPD officers return to the 
police academy for a week-long refresher course which includes 
updated information on case law and evidentiary requiremp.nts 
related to abuse and neglect cases. Officer awareness of the prob
lem of abuse is important, as the following case illustrates. 

Two patrolmen, driving through an alley, spotted two 
children playing ball. TherE was nothing unusual in the scene,. 
except that one officer noticed that the younger boy had a 
black eye. The patro/IiI'en probably would have driven on, 
but having just come from an ABC-Unit lecture on child 
abuse, they stopped and talked to the boys. The elder told 
the officers that his four-year-old brother had been beaten 
by their mother thl::: night before and that the beatings were 
common. The case was referred to the Unit for investigation. 
As a result of meetings between the mother and representa
tives of the DPSS and the cit)' attorney's office, the case did 
not go to court. The woman was adyised that a criminal com
plaint would not be filed on the condition that she seek 
treatment. Follow-up of the case was as:Almed by DP55 per
sonnel. 

Patrol officers attending sergeants school are acquainted with 
supervisory respon!=lbilities in child abuse cases. As supervisors 
of patrolmen, sergeants are often consulted by beat officers on 
how abuse cases should be handled and whether a particular case 
should be referred to the ABC Unit. 

To further encourage patrol officers to report suspected child 
abuse, ABC investigators provide feedback on referred cases and 
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commend reporting patrol officers to tr.eir supervisors. Like other 
citizens, police officers are more apt to report when they know 
that immediate and appropriate action will be taken. Members 
of the Unit visit each LAPD division every few months to alert 
officers to changes in regulations and to particular cases being 
investigated in their area. These visits also serve as reminders of 
the new Unit's existence. 

Members of the ABC Unit take part in an eight-day training 
program, set up by Sergeant Howell after consultation with pro
fessionals both within and outside the law enforcement field. The 
program includes lecturers from U.C.L.A., Childrens Hospital, and 
the DPSS, and a field trip to the Los Angeles Coroner's Depart
ment for study of the Sudden Infant Death Syndrome and routine 
~oroners' procedures. Totaling 66 hours of study, the course com
prises the following areas: 

G Introduction to the juvenile division: policies and pro-
cedures (4 hours) 

o Goals and objectives of the ABC Unit (2 hours) 

@ Public information and community relations (1 hour) 

" Recognition and evaluation of child abuse (7 hours) 

@ Field-investigation techniques invulving abuse and deaths 
of children (21 hours) 

" Laws and procedures (5 hours) 

it Related agencies and their functions (7 hours) 

III Behavioral science aspects of child abuse (16 hours) 

" Examination (2 hours) 

" Review and evaluation (1 hour). 

Public Relations 

Community Relations. Over the years, the LAPD has developed 
a sophisticated community-relations program. Each of the force's 
17 geographic divisions has a designated community-relations 
officer. In addition, the department has adopted what it calls the 
"basic-car plan." Each of the three or more geographic areas 
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within each division is assigned a "basic car"-a group of nine 
officers responsible for getting to know the people who live and 
work in the area. Sergeant Howell notes that the basic~car r,lan 
is an update on the "old beat~coptl concept: "The ba5ic~car team 
and local residents hold regular monthly meetings and decide 
what they can do in their own little community concerning crime 
t'f(lvC!nti-..,," Once or twice a year, members of the ABC Unit ap
pPM at thest> mpetings~-generally attended by 75 to 200 people 
<. ·to speak and show films about child abuse. 

t.;evpral ~('ars ago, the LAPD, in conjunction with the board of 
~'du('ation, initiated a "Police Role in Government" course in the 
city'!> junior and senior high schools. The course is required at the 
junior-high level, and 30 police officers are assigned as ful[-titrie 
imtructors in the schools. The syllabus i;1cJudes such subjects as 
the administration of justice, criminal and juvenile law, the Cali~ 
fomia court system, and laws pertaining to self-incrimination and 
sc'<Hch and seizure. Under the direction of the ·ABC Unit, the 
problf'm of child abuse is being added and, when\~"er possible, 
a member of the Unit leads the discussion. 

ABC personnel regularly participate in panel discussions and 
sominars on child abuse, and are often interviewed for radio and 
television. Material including slides, lecture notes, and informa~ 
Unn on legal and therapeutic considerations is also available to 
otl1t'f polif(~ officers for use in public presentations. In addition, 
through the LArD's public affairs division l the Unit sponsors pub
lif-service announcements on radio at least twice a year. Sergeant 
Howell has found the public generally sympathetic to the ABC 
Unit, once its goals are clearly understood and the scope of the 
problem recognized. 

Members of the Unit also review and suggest changes to the 
law!> ~)(>rtainjng to abuse cases) and are available to testify bef.ore 
hearings of state senate committees. Recently, the testimony of 
an ABC officer was instrumental in amending the state's reporting 
law to require a time limit of 36 haUlS for the reporting of sus
pected abuse cases. 

'. Since the Unit's establishment in early 1974, other jurisdictions 
in the los Angeles area and from as far as Massachusetts have re
quested information on its policies and procedures. Requests for 
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information have also come from students, social workers, psy~ 
chologi5ts, and inter:8sted citizens. From her correspondence with 
police departments throughout the country, Sergeant Howell is 
convinced that within the next few years a growing number will 
be instituting programs to deal with cases of child abuse and 
neglect. 

Interagency Relations. Sergeant Howell notes that the ABC 
Unit faces more negative stereotyping by the professiona; com
munity than by the pUblic. "We really don't have probk:ms with 
our witnesses, with 'the man in the street.' Our biggest problems 
are with professionals because they have their preconceived ideas, 
their stereotypes of us and of what we are going to do, without 
really understanding what our role is. I'm sure, in part, this is 
based on good reason. Unfortunately, police departments don't 
always respond as they should. But in defense, I would say this js 
probably tme of all the disciplines involved. When you are de;:i\
ing with other professibnals, everybody wants to be the decision 
maker." 

To counteract interdisciplinary stereotyping and facilitate co
ordination among agencies involved in abuse cases, some Los 
Angeles professionals began meeting informally several years ago. 
Calling themselves the Community Liaison Team, the group has 
been loosely knit and has included police officers, doctors, social 
workers, and various other professionals. As Howell explains: 
"Two or three of us get together on a particular problem; three 
or four others will get together; and there is a lot of telephone 
contact. You find that the other fellow is not so bad and actually 
has a lot to contribute. As this feeling grows, cooperation im
proves.'1 

For example, as a result of recent informal meetings between 
medical officials and police officers, one hospital in an investi~ 
gative team's territory has been designated to handle abuse cases 
with a commitment to make trauma specialists available for diag'· 
nosis, treatment, and court appearances. Otrier agencies are de
veloping their own programs and assigning specially trained pel
sonne! to handle child abuse cases. 

Increasingly, members of the ABC Unit and the DPSS work to~ 
gether on cases, encouraging families to seek professional assis~ 
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t,\ti{ f.. wtlh th(·ir prohlpms. ABC investigators refer cases to O'pSS 
if !h"y lu·l thelt ftlmily problems relatpeJ to. employment, .ho~smg. 
ti!lanl (,c" I hUd (.Itt', IH !walth have contributed to the incident, 
or tIM! iamily rm·m!}('rc, rC'quin.' counseling. 

WfH'f1 I hild fH'glr'ct 01 abuse is reported [0 OPSS, department 
rf'~'ul.tti()fh [P<luin' illv{'~tigaticn within 24 hours. If the DPSS 
dl'l;'1'ndf?fH v inw'stigator fpels that a child i5 in "clear and pres.ent 
dtHH~('!," IlP or ... Iw notifi{'s a surervisor who contacts the police. 
TlH" "hility of DP'i\) to makE:' iniormed judgments on these cases 
h,l<' IH'f'n rpttHdpd in the pa'it by the lack of complete, up-to-date 
tPlord·; It i~ hOfWd that tIl(> pmpnsed countywide central regist\r, 
!" ',vll/lil bolh polin! and DPSS pprsonnE'1 will have access, will 
,\ih'vi,ltf' thi" prnblpfl) in thp nC'Jr future. Most critidsms of the 
l init h\ OPSS pPfsonrw\ !elat(' to its current staff limit~tions: be
(dtN' tIl!' ABC st,Iff is "mall, rases ot child neglect and endanger
ing ;Ui' 1)'IIH.lll'd bv otikers olltside the Un~t, wh~J are often not 
,1111(' to 1(',!lOnd quickly to rpports. [)PSS investIgators s('em to 
,H'H'P t1<1t the ABC Unit "hnuld handle these cases as wei! as 
Il';,N> involving phvsic\\t and sexual abuse. [n fact. several prafes
~iona\s in Ih)th agpncies have ~tat('d that the Unit should serve 
as ,\ fOUl1cl.'ltion fora family cri~is centN capable of handHng a 
wid!' rang" of family-orit'ntt'd complaints. 

/\mon!~ [)PSS investigators and their supervisors, there are 
mix('d ft:elings about their lack of authority to remove children 
from d,mg{>wus horne situations. However, the majority;nter
\i('wpd w{,(p willing to ~ee the police maintain this authority, 
sinn' ih as~urnption by DPSS personnel could inhibit the growth 
ot trusting f(>latiorlship<; v·;ith p,lrent<;. 

COOpPf,ltiW anan'gpments among th£.· ABC yntt. ~hf-'\ f'SIJ:ts, t~e 
!WSS .• md tIl(' m(>dic.11 community are plOdUnnt; a growIng lf~t 
til \l,ll>lp ,1It('(fhltiVPS to prosecution. The Unit maintains a list of 
H.fl'rral s(lrvin's in tlw area. Included are such organizations and 
progr,1Iw; as P.HE'nts Anonymous, a self-help group for t~e prob
Il'tn of ch:iCfdhtlse' U.C.LA.'s Child Trauma interventIOn and 
R"~I~,H( h Prnjl'ct. \d;;fd'l. conducts group therapy for parents; and 
rripntb ot tlw [,lInil\', whirh oftE'rS part'nt eduration, individual 
,md group n)unsplin~. home vi\iting services. and a crisis-inter
\entioll lwtlinf'. 
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Nevertheless, members of the Unit feel that at present the most 
critical need in Los Angeles is for more referral services. For ex~ 
?mple, Sergeant Howell notes that currently there are no treat
nent programs for abused and neglected children, and that 
:reatment programs for parents are limited but increasing, 

Proposals have been introduced in the California legislature to 
create three child abuse centers for the state to provide counsel
ing, medical treatment, and information on referral services. Both 
police and DPSS personnel hope that funds will also be available 
for the agencies with traditional line responsibility for cases of 
abuse and neglect. In addition, members of the OPSS have sug
gested a pilot program that would use teams representing the 
social services, the police, and public health to investigate reports. 

Also in need of systematization are follow-up procedures for 
cases referred from one agency to another. Follow-up is currently 
handled on an informal basis by ABC and OPSS investigators 
working together in the field. 

In general, s0cial workers and their supervisors who have 
worked with ABC inv'3Stigators feel there is mutua! respect for 
each other's role in solving family problems. As a letter to the 
Unit from the Intake and Detention Control personnel in DPSS 
explains: "Th~ problem of battered, abused and molested chil
dren is one which no community likes to recognize .... We ap
plaud the LAPD's rourage for seein~ this problem and effectively 
dealing with it" 
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Chapter 5 

The Teacher and the School* 

Next to the family, the school is generally considered the most 
important influence on a child's life. The function of the 
school obviously goes beyond teaching children to read and 

add and memorize historical facts. In some cases, where the 
family unit fails to protect or itself threatens the child's welfare, 
schools can play an invaluable role in saving or salvaging chil-

. dren's lives. 

While the most severe cases of physical injury resulting from 
abuse or neglect tend to involve preschool children, particularly 
infants, the incidence of maltreatment among children aged 5 to 
18 is significant. Dr. C. George Murdock noted in 1970 that, ac
cording to some surveys, children of school age are involved 1n 
only 20 to 3D percent of abuse cases. 1 Dr David Gil, on the other 
hand, estimated in 1969 that this age group accounts for about 
half of all incidents of physical abuse.z Based 011 estimates by 
school personnel, one survey concluded that 40 of every 100,000 
school-age children are physically abused each year.l If this esti
mate is correct, more than 20,000 children between the ages of 
5 and 18 were abused in.1974. 

As discussed in Volume 1, the incidence of child abuse and ne
glect is difficult to ascertain; but there are indications of under
reporting, particularly of school-age children. Since preschool 
children are prone to more serious physical injury, they are more 
likely than older children to be taken to a doctor or hospital 
which will report the case. Physical signs of maltreatment may be 
covered by clothing. If bruises, welts, or other injuries are visible l 

the child may be kept from school until the "evidence" fades 4 

or may lie about the injury for fear of punishment. In some states 
such as Ha\'Vaii, and in some communities such as Syracuse, New 

*Much of this chapter has been adapted from material written for the Office 
of Child Development in 1974 by Carol B. Epstein. 
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1'1" I"~ wl1l'1'(' <,( hool.; arC' actively involved in the identification of 
,lillI'>(' tlnc! TWg!('Ct. thNl' b a relatively greater proportion of re~ 
portc, involving ~.(ho(ll-dg(' children. 

III tli!' tlfl';l of idl't1lifica\ion, tPacht'rSc are laymen, untrained to 
dr.\w on tlH'dic,11 or social work techniques to identify child ma!~ 
tn'atnH'nL Rt'<lding X-rays and diagnosing the pJthology of the 
f,llnl!~ MP ohviously beyond the {('dcher's professional scope. But 
[)P(',llhP oj their do~l' daily contact with children, in a setting that 
,1I!o\\', nb.,,'rvpd t{)mp.ul~on belw('en a child and his or her 
!}(,PfS, \l'.\llwfs arC' in ,t unique position to identify, report, and 
utl,.'! din·t! hdp to ll1tlitreated children and their families. 

Ih'i~ Rol.l' of tlH: Teacher 

Bl'(dlJ-:(' of tlwir dailY contact with children,. teachers some
tilll!'., (.H)no1 avoid \\ondering Jbout a child's home life. Perhaps 
tbl'!p is ,1 "hild who continuallv has minor but untreated injuries 
",lnlJi<.t'~, ~cr,IP('<;, cuts: or a child who ah'vays seems hungry, 
but rWVN hilS food or money to buy lunch. Although disturbed by 
phv,,!t ,1/ or emotional conditions that suggE'st poor parental care, 
50nH' teachers h'pl that these situations an.> outside their profes
sional t{, ... pon<;ihilitips. otrwrs feel that calling attention to sus
pel led prnhhlrm j" futil(' or will onlv create trouble for the child 
or lhpm.;:ph·p"" . 

Ilow{'\{'r, the It'acher's r('~ponsibi!itif\s include concern for and 
invn!v\'l1lf'nt in ,1I1V sitllation \'\there there is reason to suspect 
\ hild .lhu~(' or neglect In fact. thr involvement of teachers or 
otllt'! ~~h{)()1 per.;onnt1!-via reporting--is required by law in 32 
st;lt('.;* Nine other <;tat(>s, which do not specifically deSignate 
tl';.1dwfS or <:chool Iwrsonnel as mandated reporters, require lIany 
IWtSon" to r('~,nrt.** The laws of most other states either encour
,lg!' or Jwrmit tNchers-as private dtizens"-to report suspected 
child maltreatmt'nt. 

'!ill"" 'tilt'" ,m' .\I,ltMn1a <\(,,4 • .1, Caillnrnia, Co!mJ.do, Connecticut, De!a· 
\\.!r." I !<lI:.1"'.(;"("'/1',1 t/,l\\\W. Id,lho, Illinuis, }\Jnsa~, f(l'ntucky, Louisiana, Mary
LllliL 't't",\; '\IN'!t· .. \\;(11';:',,0, :\\i~~l)uri. :\1ontana. Nebraska, Nev,lda, New 
\~t"'"., ,\;,,\\ '"nh. N·)rlh (\Hnlin,). Ohio, Or"~l)n. Penn~ylvania. Virginia, Wash
im,I< ',I \\'t·,t \ 1f,:im.l. \\'I<n)n~in .:loci \VVl1ming. 

"! ;;,'", -MIt'- .I,,,I;I:,,:,1l1.1. Imh.ma. Nt'W H.1mp:,hire, New Jersey, Oklahoma, 
..;.,,,,!~ {dulln.! ft'fVlt"""". TexJ·,. ,.l!la Ufolh. 
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In order to help children and fLlmilies, teachers need the confi
dence of knowing that their observa.tions are valid. They need a 
working definition of abuse and neglect, an understanding of the 
incidence and nature of the problem, and a knowledge of the 
characteristics and behavior that maltreated children and parents 
may display (see Volume 1, Chapters 1 and 2). They should also 
be .fa.'~iliar with their state's reporting law, particularly with its 
defln[tlOn of reportable conditions, the specified reporting pro
cedure, and their obligations and legal protections in regard 
to reporting. 

According to most child abllse laws, a report should be made 
when there is I/reasonable cause to believe" or "to suspect" that 
a child .i~ abused or ~eglected. But there are, of course, degrees 
of .susplclon. When Violent physical abuse is suspected-with the 
child In need of medical attention or at possible risk in returning 
home-the case should be reported immediately. In sllch cases, 
the teacher should not contact the parents abou~ the child's con
dition. School officials sometimes assume that they can prevent 
further abuse by calling the parents and warning them that a re
p~rt \~ilI be. made if the incident recurs. This measure not only 
farls to prOVide help for the child or the parents, it can place the 
child at greater risk for reabuse.5 

In marginal cases, a teacher'S suspicions may build up over 
weeks or months before there is reason to report. In these cases, 
a ~all to the ~ome or a request to see the parents may help to 
r~lI1force or dispel the teacher's suspicions. There may be an en~ 
tlre~y reasonable explanation for the child's appearance or be~ 
havJOr-such as a temporary family crisis that does not indicate 
a need to report nor a need for services, In many families, for ex
ample, a week~long hospitalization of the mother can result in a 
short-term breakdown of norma! family functions. Moreover it 
may ?~ unfair to the family for the school to report questiol1able 
conditions-such as Improper clothing or inadequate supervision 
-observed over a period of months or even years, if the school 
has never expressed concern over the conditions to the parents. 

. A ~chool psychologist. or social worker can provide consulta
t~on [f abuse ?r neglect IS suspected. A teacher's profJer profes
sJO~al ;t~nce, 111 terms of both the child and the family, is one of 
obJectiVity. For example, a teacher who questions a child about 
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his or her condition should avoid probing or making the child 
feel uncomfortable. A psychologist or social worker is profes
sionally within bounds to move closer to the situation, and is 
trained to deal with possible hostile 0r defensive reactions from 
the parents. But it is important to bear in mind that someone who 
is not in daily contact with the child may not be as concerned 
as the teacher about the child's condition. Teachers should not 
feel that their responsibility ends when another staff member is 
brought into the case. The teacher should make certain that ap
propriate action is taken-whether it be to report the case, or to 
see that the family receives needed services. 

Even if a report is not indicated or is subsequently found to be 
invalid, the teacher may be able to help the family gain access to 
services if needed. Th'e school itself may have the resources to 
help pa:ents with particular child-rearing problems. A teacher 
who is aware of sources of help can often talk to the parents 
about their problems with the child, and can suggest or draw on 
available social service and psychological consultation to foster 
understanding of the child's needs. 

Professionals in the field of chlld protection offer the following 
guidelines to teachers: 

G You should be aware of the official policy and specific re
porting procedures of your school system, and should 
know your legal obligations and the protections from civil 
and. criminal liability specified in your state's ~eporting 
law. (All states provide immunity for mandated, good
faith reports.) 

o Although you should be familiar with your state's legal 
definition of abuse and neglect, you are not required to 
make legal distinctions in order to report. Definitions 
should serve as. guides. If you suspect that a child is abused 
or neglected, you should report. The teacher's value lies 
in noticing conditions that indicate that a child's welfare 
may be in jeopardy. 

., Be concerned ab@ut the rights of the child-the rights to 
life, food, shelter, clothing, and security. But also be aware 
of the parents' rights-particularly their rights to be treated 
with respect and to be given needed help and support. 
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II Bear in mind that reporting does not stigmatize a parent 
as "evil.lt The report is the start of a rehabilitative pro'cess 
that seeks to protect the child and help the family: as a 
whole. 

• A report signifies only the suspicion of abuse or neglect. 
Teachers' reports are seldom unfounded. At the very least, 
they tend to indicate a need for help and support to the 
family. 

• If you report a borderline case in good faith, do not feel 
guilty or upset if it is disniissed as unfounded upon investi
gation. Some marginal cases are found to be'valid. 

.. Don't put off making a report until the end of the school 
year. Teachers sometimes live with their suspicions until 
they suddenly fear fOf the chUd's safety during the summer 
months. A delayed report may mean a delay in needed 
help for the child and the family. Moreover, by reporting 
late in the school year, you remove yourself as a continued 
support to both the child protective agency and the re
ported family. 

II If you remove yourself from a case of suspected abuse or 
neglect by passing it on to superiors, you deprive child pro
tective services of one of their most competent sources of 
information. For example, a teacher who tells a CPS'worker 
that the child is especially upset on Mondays directs the 
worker to investigate conditions in the home on week
ends. Few persons other than teachers are able to provide 
this kind of infonnation. Your guideline should be to re
solve any question in favor of the child. When in doubt, 
report. Even if you, as a teacher, have no immunity from 
liability and prosecution under state law, the fact that your 
report is made in good faith will free you from Irability and 
prosecution. 

Once a report is made, the teacher should continue to feel re
sponsible for ensuring that the family gets help. If the child pro
tective agency (or v~hatever agency investigates reports) does not 
provide feedback on the results of the report, the teacher should 
inquire whethe( the case has been investigated and whether the 
family is receiving help. Although many agencies refuse such re
quests on the grounds of confidentiality, the teacher should be 
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given relevant information and advice, particularly if the child 
may need special care in the classroom. 

In the absence of guidance from the protective agency, the 
teacher can rely on 5-everal general rules for dealing with the 
abused or neglected child: 

/) Try to give the child additional attention whenever pos
sible. 

(\ Create a more individualized program for the child. lower 
your acaden1ic expectations and make fewer demand5 on 
the child's performance-he or she probably has enough 
pressures and crises to deal with presently at home. 

e Be warm and loving. If possible, let the child perceive you 
as a special friend to whom he or she can talk. By abusing 
or neglecting the child, someone has said in a physical 
way, lit don't love you." You can reassure the child that 
someone cares. 

• Most important, renlember that in identifying and report
ing child maltreatment, you are not putting yourself in the 
position of autocrat over a family. The one purpose of 
your actions is to get help for a troubled child and family; 
the one goal is to reverse a situation that jeopardizes a 
child's healthy growth and development. 

In order to provide meaningful help to children and parents, 
teachers should be familiar with the types and quality of services 
in the community. They should know, for example, whether the 
protective service agency has sufficient staff to handle its case~ 
load, whether appropriate diagnostic and treatment resources are 
available, and whether there are services for borderline as well 
as severe cases of abuse and neglect. 

Although the individual teacher .is not likely to effect needed 
local changes, teachers working together often have considerable 
influence in the community. For example, to facilitate inter
agency coordination, the local teachers' organization could meet 
with social service repres.entatives l with the stated purpose of 
working on mutual problems together. A reporting procedure for 
the school, suitable to both groups, could be developeoi methods 
of providing appropriate feedback on reports could be discussed; 
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and general guidelines could be given to teachers for dealing with 
the child in foster care, the child whosE. parents are in treatment, 
and children who may have other special needs. In addition, the 
process of meeting can facilitate more p,,=rsonal working relation
ships. When a report is made, it is no longer the situation of 
stranger talking to stranger. The protective service worker and 
the teacher are more likely to consult one another concerning 
the specific needs of individual children. 

There are various other ways teachers can help improve their 
community's system of managing cases oi child abuse and ne
glect. But the classroom is where teachers' most important roles 
lie. Individual teachers should try to serve as examples for their 
students. The teacheHtudent relationship 1:; only one model of 
adult-child relationships, but it can have lasting effects. The 
teacher who shows honest respect for children-who treats them 
with dignity, helps them with their problems, and shows appre
ciation for their successes-presents an example of adult behavior 
that they may repeat with their own future children. 

The Role of the School 

Many school systems have assumed active roles in helping to 
identify, manage, and prevent child maltreatment. One of the 
first in the nation was the Syracuse (New York) City School Dis
trict which began a progr~!"'1 of identification in 1964. According 
to an article by the districfs director of health services, by 1968 
the Syracuse school program was reporting more abuse cases than 
any other referral source in the community.6 

In Baltimore, Maryland, school authorities helped promote the 
passage of reporting legislation which includes teachers and other 
school personnel among mandated reporters in the state. Upon 
the enactment of this law, teacllE'fS were infurmed of its pro
visions and the procedures for reporting, and the law's provisions 
were included in the official manual of the public schools. Within 
a year, approximately 25 percent of all cases reported in Maryland 
were- identified by the schools.1 

The pUblic school system in Montgomery County, Maryland has 
recently begun a major training progr2.m, known as Project PRO
TECTION. As noted in the appendix to Volume 3, the project is 
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funded by an $80,000 federa' grant and will include curriculum 
study and school policy revision, training of 8,000 public school 
teachers to id~ntify and work with maltreated children, and train
ing for teachers in nonpublic schools. 

As these three examples illustrate, the role of the school in the 
management of child abuse and neglect varies with the commu
nity. But there are two general functions all schools can and 
should assume: to identify abused and neglected children, and to 
act as rt support to the local child protective service programs. 

Perhaps the most basic responsibility of every school system is 
to have a polIcy and proCf~dure for reporting. The school's policy 
should be more than a re3tatement of the state's abuse reporting 
law-it should include clearly stated and detailed guidelines in
cluding what, when, and how to report and to whom reports 
sho~ld be made. It shoul l(:! also include provisions for regular in·· 
servIce training for all sellool personnel. School officials should 
make certain that the po~licies ot the school are consistent with 
the policies of other comimlJnity agencies, in regard to the duties 
of each agency, the telephone number(s) for reporting, the type 
of information to be reported, and so on. If state law requires 
that reports be made in writing, reporting forms should be avail
able in the school office. School administrator:; should also obthin 
legal consultation as to whether school personnel have immunity 
when they report. i 

In some schools, one designated person is responsible for re
porting. If a teacher, counselor, or another staff member suspects 
child abuse or neglect,the case is referred to this person, who 
then makes the report. According to the results of one survey 
(designed to detei mine. the effectiveness of schools' procedures 
in han?ling suspected maltreatment), there are several advantages 
to having only one per!;on report: there is greater awareness of 
the problem of maltreatment and of how to handle suspected 
cases; and there is less confusiofl and apparently fewer errors in 
determining whether or not to reporCS 

On the other hand, the.re can be drawbacks in the designation 
o~ a single. reporter for t:he 5chool. For example, some school diS
tricts require that suspected cases be referred to the school prin
cipal, who then decides whether to report. Some principals, 
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however, are quite reluctant to report suspected abuse or neglect. 
They may feel that a report casts a negative reflection on their 
communitYi or that the school should only teach children and 
not b:come i~volve? in their private lives; or that the reporting 
of an influential family may lead to reprisals ='1' threats against the 
school. Th.e purpose of designating a single reporter is to facilitate 
the reporting process, not to impede it. School officials should not 
be allowed to prohibit reporting. In fact, teachers and nurses in 
on~ California county school system are to!d that they are re
olJlred to report suspected child maltreatment "even vvhen their 
principal te((s them not to." 9 

A n~mber of schools have established child abuse and neglect 
c?~mlttees to facilita~~ identification, repC'"ting, and the pro~ 
vIsion of help to families. A typical committee would inc;:ll-lde 
sc~o~l personnel from various professional backgrounds-the 
pnn:l~al, a school social worker or psychologist, the school's 
phys[Clan or nurse, and perhaps an attendance officer and a guid
ance or pupil personnel counselor. Teachers and other staff mem
bers notify the committee or one of its members whenever child 
maltreatment is suspected, The group, together with the child's 
teacher, then detern:ines the action to be taken-for example, in 
an ap.parently margmal case, whether to report immediately Of 
to hav~ on~ of the co~n:itt~e members talk with the family to 
determine If a report IS indicated, The committee itself would 
~ake the reporti and, in most cases, one of its members could 
lIlform the parents that a report has been made. Whether or not 
a.case i~ reported, the committee could offer help to the family
eIther directly through the school's resources, or through referral. 
T~e committee's actions would obviously have to be coordinated 
With ,child protective services and other community service 
agenCies. 

The Montgomery County (Maryland) Public Schools have ex
panded the concept of the abuse and neglect committee into 
"pupil service staffings." The school's principal, nurse, and'pupil 
personnel worker meet regularly to discuss various student prob
lems. Teachers can attend the staffings and can discuss the slight
est indication of abuse or neglect. (Under Maryland law school 
em~loyep.s. are required to report suspected abuse to th~ c<>unty 
SOCial serVIGe department or to the juvenile section of tne police 
department. Although the law does not require the reporting of 
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child neglect, the schoole; s,trongly encourage the,;r employ~es to 
report suspected cases.) Otten, through the staffIngs, new I~f.or
mation about a child is obtained. For example, school officials 
have learned that the problem of some children with low IQ 
scores is that they have bern in and out of foster homes for years, 
although the school wa" never informed of their placement. 
Rather than placing- these children in special education classes, 
teachers-with the help of pupil personnE'l workers-now work 
with them in the regular classroom. 

Whatever the policies and procedures of the local scho~l sys
tem, education of school personnel should be a top Priority. 
Teachers and other staff members should be informed of the 
school's policy regarding child abuse and neglect, and the pro
visions of the state's reporting law. Pupil personnel staff or social 
workers can conduct regular in-service training for the staffs of 
public, private, anc( parochial schools on the identification of 
abuse and neglect, the importance of reporting suspec.ted cases, 
the local reporting procedure, the role of each community agency 
involved in case management, and the ways in which school per
sonnel can help maltreated children and their families. 

In addition the schools should attempt to develop liaison with 
local agencie~ involved in cases of maltreatment, particularly with 
the agency that receives and investigates reports. If the commu
nity has or is developing a child abuse and neglect program, the 
school system should cooperate in any way possiblei if the com
munity does not have a coordinated program, school personnel 
can take steps to develop one. (Volume 3 presents a discussion 
of the community-team program, including guid(i!!ines ior devel
oping interagency coordination.) 

School administrators should encourage teachers and other 
staff members to cooperate with child protective workers-for 
example, to provide all relevant information- about a child ~o help 
the CPS worker in investigating a report and in developing the 
most appropriate family treatment plan. In turn, school admin
istrators should receive certain basic information from the pro
tective service agency .. for instance, the school should know 
which students are in foster placement, since special provisions 
will be needed for parental permission forms, extracurricular fees, 
and other such matters. 

7& 
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It is not unrealistic to hope that some of the things schools do 
today will reduce the incidence of child maltreatment in the fu
ture. (Some of the following measures as well as other prevehtive 
mechanisms are discussed in Volume 3, Chapter 6.) For example, 
if the school district administration is alert to attendance areas 
with a high incidence of abuse or neglect, it may be able to pro
vide extra resources for schools in these areas. Additional coun· 
selors or school nurses could help identify potential high":risk 
situations and could refer families to appropriate community 
resources. 

The school system's adult education program could offer 
courses in parenting, child-rearing, and family life, including such 
topics as parent-child relationships and constructive methods of 
discipline. If coordinated with the child protective service agen
cy, such classes might function as a therapeutic resource as well 
as a preventive device. The classes should be well publicized; 
young acrults, whether married or single, should be invited to 
attend; and local social service agencies should be encouraged 
to refer parents who could benefit from the instruction. Atten
dance will probably be greater if child care is available and if 
transportation is provided. 

The PTA could regularly devote meetings to discussions of 
child abuse and neglect, inviting members of the child prptective 
service, a local pediatrician, or other professionals to speak on 
various aspects of the problem. Other meetings could focus on 
problems of child-rearing. Par\~nts could pe informed of the roles 
of local service agencie~, and of where help can be obtained for 
specific family problems. 

Another focus for preventive action involves the curriculum in 
family fife education, child development, sex educatioQ, interper
sonal relations, and other such coursec;.* Units of study could be 

*Under a grant to the Education Development Center, Cambridge, Massachu
setts, the Office of Child, Development, in cooperation with the Office of 
Education, has developed a curriculum in education for parenthood for use in 
grades seven through t"'feive. The curriculum is now being used in a number of 
schools across the country. In addition, seven national youth-serving organiza
tions have received OCD <;rants to design their own parent-education curricula 
for use outside the schoo.s (for exa nple, for Boy and Girl Scouts and 4-H Club 
members). For further information, write to the Office of child Development. 
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inserted at appropriate levels from kindergarten through twelfth 
grade on parental responsibilities, methods of disciplining chil
dren, coping with family crises, the practical and emotiona! as
pects of child care, and ways of dealing with anger and frustra
tion. The goal of the curriculum would be to prepare children to 
become responsible adults and, more specifically, to become re~ 
sponstble parents. 

At the high school level, courses might include work in a nur
sery school laboratory; adolescents of both sexes could experi
ence the responsibility of caring for children while learning about 
their needs. A course in "youth and the law" could incorporate 
various aspects of the problem of child abuse and neglect includ
ing reporting procedures. A number of school systems provide 
courses for teachers based on the transactional analysis methods 
of Parent Effectiveness Training, developed by Thomas Gordon. 
Some of these techniques, such as active listening and problem 
solving, might also be taught to students. 

Finally, an essential part of any school system's efforts to pre
vent child maltreatment is a policy prohibiting corporal punish
ment in the schools. While all 50 states have child abuse reporting 
laws, relatively few legally prohibit corporal punishment in edu
cational institutions; many states, in fact, have statutes that autho
rize educators to use physical diScipline. As every teacher knows, 
children learn more from example than from lectures or books. 
Corporal punishment in the classroom or in the principal's office 
;s itself a lesson in the appropriateness of violence against chil
dren. 

Just as the role of the school in educating children is not lim
ited to the teaching of textbook facts, the school's role in the 
management of chlld abuse and neglect is not limited to report
ing. Identification of the problem and ~he reporting of suspect~d 
cases are, of course, essential. But many schools have the re
sources and the motivation to go beyond these basic responsihili
ties. 

" 
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